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Abstract
An experimental study explored differences in the effectiveness of the use Dutch and English swear
words in beer advertisements (ads) targeted at young Dutch audiences. A total of 148 highlyeducated, Dutch participants, aged between eighteen and thirty years old participated in the
experiment. The experiment had a mixed design with two levels of the between-subjects factor
language used (Dutch (L1)/English(L2)) and three levels of within-subjects factor swear word used
(‘Damn’ - ‘Verdomme’/‘Crap’ - ‘Kak’/ ‘Ass’ - ‘Reet’). The participants were randomly assigned to
one of the two conditions (English swear words/Dutch swear words). They were asked to rate three
advertisement within their condition, all containing a different swear word. They were asked to rate
the advertisements on language associations, perceived shock, perceived emotionality, attitude
towards the ad, purchase intention and recall of the ad, perceived dynamism, likeliness to encounter
the ad in real life. Results showed only one significant between-subjects difference for the different
language groups (L1/L2). Dutch swear words achieved significantly higher ratings for perceived
shock than the English swear words as was expected according to previous research (DeWaele,
2004). This higher perceived shock, however did not significantly influence the variables used to
measure effectiveness of the advertisements (attitude towards the ad, purchase intention and recall
of the ad). Between-group differences for these variables were non-significant, indicating that in the
advertising context created for the experiment, there was no significant difference between the use
of Dutch or English swear words concerning advertising effectiveness. The study explored various
correlations between the dependent variables and provided indications that English swear words
could potentially outperform Dutch swearwords in terms of advertising effectiveness, if it is used in
the right context, under the right circumstances. It is advised that these relationships between the
dependent variables are further explored in future research.
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1. Introduction
In the ever-changing, fast-paced society that we live in today, consumers are confronted with
a multitude of advertisements. This information overload makes it gradually harder for advertisers
to get through to the consumer. Marketers are taking increasingly more extreme measures to stand
out, constantly evolving new techniques.
The arsenal of marketing tools is constantly expanded with new tools and techniques,
ranging from introducing visual elements to musical cues, to using certain words, etc. In recent
years, the process of globalization has influenced the development of tools, resulting in materials
made completely in a foreign language, or the inclusion of foreign language elements in brand
names, product names, or copy (Krĳgsman, 2018). The use and effects of this marketing technique
have been widely researched and seem to have become an accepted part of the marketing landscape.
It is said to positively influencing consumer attitudes through associations with certain languages as
well as building salience within the mind of the consumer by introducing a foreign element
(Haarmann, 1986; Hornikx & Van Meurs 2020; Piller, 2003).
Where some marketers introduced foreign language to the media landscape, others chose a
more controversial path, focussing techniques like shock marketing techniques, which proves
especially efficient in catching consumer attention and influencing recall of advertisement if it used
for the right product category and the right target group (Belch & Belch, 2004; Mortimer, 2007;
Dahl et al., 2003).
Thus, both techniques have been praised for the different effects that they might have.
Nonetheless, criticism can be found for both techniques as well. With foreign languages use being
criticized for; “tokenism” (Conradie & Van Niekerk, 2015), “fake multilingualism” (Kelly-Holmes,
2005), and “linguistic appropriation” (Hill, 2008) and swear word use being criticized for being less
effective for younger generations (Urwin & Venter, 2014) and being needlessly shocking (Third
SectorMainNet, 2019), marketers continued their search for a more effective marketing tool. This
search eventually resulted in a synthesis of both the concept of foreign language use and the use of
swear words: the use of foreign-language swear words.
This technique has been witnessed in various countries across the world (Adriaans, 2013;
Edwards, 2012) and has also made its appearance in the Dutch marketing landscape in recent years
(Jan Rĳdt Rond, 2016; Lindblom Den Haag, 2016). The majority of the examples found utilize
English as a second language (L2) in a first language (L1), namely Dutch, marketing context.
However, though the technique is being used more frequently, only little is known about how
effective the technique is and in what contexts it is most appropriate to be used. It is no surprise that
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the use of foreign language swear words has been largely untouched by researchers, as there is still
much debate about the potential benefits, appropriateness, and negative effects of either the use of
foreign languages (Conradie & Van Niekerk, 2015; Kelly-Holmes, 2005) or shock advertising on
their own (Urwin & Venter, 2014). Nevertheless, one might wonder if the use of foreign language
swear words could benefit from the positive effects that both foreign language display and the use
of swear words as shock marketing have to offer, especially for younger audiences, who find both
techniques appealing (Dahl et al., 2003; Gerritsen et al., 2000).
To provide a look into the workings of this marketing tool, the current study aims to
examine whether this tool could be effective by looking at the differences between the use of Dutch
(L1) and English (L2) swear words in a Dutch marketing context. This comparison ensures that the
effect of foreign language use on the advertising effectiveness of the use of swear words, in general,
could be isolated, thus providing one of the first empirical studies exploring the synthesis of the use
of a foreign language and use of swear words. The following research question will be investigated:

To what extent is the use of an English swear word in a Dutch advertising context, more effective as
an advertising technique than the use of monolingual shock advertising for local companies
advertising to a young Dutch audience?

By conducting this experiment the current study aims to provide marketers a look into how
foreign language display and the use of swear words influence each other.

2. Theoretical framework

2.1 The use of foreign languages in advertising
Consumers are confronted with enormous amounts of information every day and to stand out in that
overflow of information, marketers often have to get creative when creating their marketing
messages (Lasn, 2000; Urwin & Venter, 2014). One of the techniques that has become increasingly
more prominent in the advertising landscape over the past decades is the use of foreign languages
(Piller, 2001). This phenomenon has resulted in foreign languages appearing in brand names,
product names, fully foreign language ads and slogans, and mixed foreign and native language ads
and slogans all over the world. This use of foreign languages in advertising has been widely
researched in the fields of business communications (Ahn & La Ferle, 2008; Hornikx et al., 2010;
Krishna & Ahluwalia, 2008), and various areas of linguistics (Domzal et al., 1995; Haarmann,
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1989; Piller, 2003). This provides the current research with a broad range of knowledge to build
upon.
The phenomenon of Foreign Language Display has been defined as follows “the
appropriation of words or phrases from another language [...] used within one’s own social
group” (Eastman & Stein, 1993 p.189). The power and appeal of this marketing technique have
been attributed to various socio- and psycholinguistic claims which have been extensively
researched (Hornikx & Van Meurs, 2015).
Four psycholinguistic claims, concerning the comprehensibility of foreign languages, the
associations they evoke, and their ability to stimulate recall, have been identified to explain the
appeal of foreign language display in advertising.
The first claim states that there is a difference between a first and second language when it
comes to comprehensibility. First languages are claimed to be understood better than second
languages. The concept that underlies this notion is the Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM) (Dufour
& Kroll, 1995; Kroll & De Groot, 1997). According to this model, words and their corresponding
meanings are represented at two levels: the lexical and conceptual level. The link between these
levels is stronger in a person’s mind for a first language than a second language. This suggests that
more cognitive effort is necessary when foreign language elements are processed (Dufour & Kroll,
1995; Kroll & De Groot, 1997).
Based on this RHM and the Conceptual Feature Model (CFM) by de Groot (1992) it can be
claimed that foreign languages evoke different associations than first languages. The CFM explains
that first and second language words can link to similar concepts, but some concepts uniquely link
to certain translation equivalents (Luna & Peracchio, 2002).
Sociolinguistic research provides more evidence for possible positive effects that these
associations might have on advertising effectiveness. Various researchers state that foreign language
use can evoke certain associations linked to the country in which the language is typically spoken
(Domzal et al. 1995; Gerritsen et al. 2007; Haarmann, 1984, 1989; Hornikx et al. 2013; Hornikx et
al., 2007; Kelly-Holmes, 2000, 2005; Piller, 2001, 2003; Ray et al. 1991). An example of this the
use of French in perfume advertisements to evoke a sense of ‘femininity’ (Haarmann 1989;
Piller 2003; Ray et al. 1991; Kelly-Holmes 2005). A certain language can thus evoke favorable
associations in specific contexts, which could lead to more positive effects on attitude towards the
advertisement, brand, or product as well as purchase intention (Ringsberg et al., 2010).
It is also claimed that the use of foreign languages attracts more attention than the use of a
first language. Foreign language display in the function of attracting attention has been researched
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by various scholars (Domzal et al., 1995; Piller, 2001; Thoma, 2013). The attention attraction
feature of foreign language display has mostly been researched on a theoretical basis (Domzal et al.,
1995; Petrof, 1990; Piller, 2001), but Thoma provided evidence based on eye-tracking for German
consumers in his research in 2013. The Markedness model by Myers-Scotton (1993) further
supports this assumption by stating that foreign language lexical items in a first language context
are more salient in the minds of the reader, as they are unexpected within the context of an L1 and
therefore draw more attention (Ahn & La Ferle, 2008).
Lastly, it has been said that increased recall that can be a consequence of the use of foreign
languages. The claim about an increase in recall is based on the findings of the RHM. Domzal
Domzal, Hunt and Kernan (1995) explained that due to the deeper procession of the foreign
language words they are more readily remembered than translation equivalents in first languages.
This claim has been substantiated by several researchers (Ahn & La Ferle, 2008; Petrof, 1990).
However, Dufour and Kroll (1995) and Kroll and De Groot (1997) in their research, claimed foreign
language elements lead to lower recall than first language items, because more cognitive effort is
needed to link the lexical to the conceptional level for second language words. The results seem to
be dependent on the position of the foreign language element, for example in the copy, the brand
name (Ahn & La Ferle, 2008), or slogan (Raedts & Dupré, 2015). Furthermore, comprehension of a
word might play a role as well, with some researchers finding positive results for simple foreign
phrases (Raedts et al. 2016) and others supporting the idea that more complex words lead to better
results on recall (Petrof, 1990).
The question of the role of comprehension is also relevant in the field of sociolinguistics. It
has been claimed that the second language element does not have to be understood to evoke
associations or be distinctive from their context (Haarmann, 1989; Kelly-Holmes, 2005; Piller,
2003). However, some studies have detected more positive effects for less complex foreign
language elements (Gerritsen et al., 2000; Hendriks et al., 2017; Hornikx et al., 2010). It seems that
these differences are rather small and it can therefore be claimed that comprehension plays only a
minor role in achieving effectiveness (Hornikx & Van Meurs, 2015).
The use of foreign languages can thus have complex effects that could potentially influence
some of the most important factors of advertising effectiveness, attitude towards the advertisement,
purchase intention, and recall (Brown & Stayman, 1992).
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2.2 The use of English in advertising
The current research will focus on the use of English as a foreign language in intrasentential
code-switching, thus the use of two different languages within one sentence. This type of ad is more
frequently used than fully second language ads in a first language ‘umfeld’, making it a more
relevant phenomenon to investigate (Gerritsen et al. 2007; Raedts et al., 2015). English is also the
most frequently used language in advertising in the Netherlands according to (Gerritsen et al.,
2007), who encountered it in 208 out of 325 investigated ads (64%).
The use of English is a unique phenomenon in the theory on foreign language display in ads.
According to Alden, Steenkamp and Batra (1999), the use of English foreign languages in
advertising is part of an advertising language strategy called Global consumer culture positioning
(GCCP). It entails that the use of English “identifies the brand as a symbol of a given global
culture” (Alden et al., 1999, p. 77).
English, unlike other languages used in advertisements, is rarely associated with a specific
country or concepts related to a certain country (Hornikx et al. 2020). Rather, the use of English is
often related to principles of “internationalism”, “prestige”, “modernity” and “success” (Krishna &
Ahluwalia 2008; Lin & Wang, 2016; Zhiganova, 2016; Bhatia & Ritchie, 2004). Although several
scholars have encountered this effect and linked it to better attitudes towards advertisements than
first languages (Micu & Coulter, 2010), others have found no significant evidence for the presence
of such associations. Research by Planken, Van Meurs, & Radlinska (2010) that the absence of
these effects can be explained by the widespread use of English in specific countries.
Furthermore, the use of the English language in advertisements could provide a way to
reach a younger audience, as English is often associated with an energetic and young lifestyle
(Gerritsen et al., 2000) (Rĳksuniversiteit Groningen, 2020). Gerritsen (1995) indicated that younger
people often have more positive attitudes towards the use of English in advertising than older
people. This is related to the concept of language dynamism (Kristiansen, 2001) which has been
researched mainly in relation to the use of accents. The idea denotes that speakers are associated
with certain traits based on the language, accent, words they use. These traits either relate to
‘superior’ excellence which is often related to ‘professional’ and ‘ambitious’ and ‘dynamic/modern’
excellence which is related to traits such as ‘cool’ and ‘energetic’ (Grondelaers & Van Gent, 2019).
According to Kristiansen (2001), where older people would rate the use of established languages
and accents as ‘good’ and the modern use of accent or language-mixing as ‘bad’, for younger
audiences, this distinction has changed. They have developed ‘two’ standards of language use with
superior excellence being more important in school and business, whereas dynamic excellence is
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becoming more important in the media (Kristiansen, 2001). It could therefore be said that the
mixing of an L1 and English appeals more to the values of dynamic speakers (e.g., modern, hip,
trendy, cool) which could be beneficial when marketing to a young audience.
Although it has been proven in several studies that English is commonly associated with
concepts of ‘success’, ‘globalism’, ‘modernity’ and ‘prestige’, there is still much inconclusive
research on the specific effects of the use of English in first language advertising in comparison to
the use of a first language in advertisement, let alone the effect of the use of English on swear
words. This provides a clear knowledge gap that could be narrowed with the help of the current
research.

2.3 Shock advertising
Shock advertising is another marketing technique that has been said to be a promising
method to break through the clutter of information that consumers face each day (Dahl et al., 2003).
It provides the second half of the synthesis of marketing techniques that is the focus of the current
research.
The power of shock advertising lies in the way it violates norms and thus becomes a salient
piece of information in the mind of the consumer, which can lead to increased recall and recognition
(Mortimer, 2007; Dahl et al., 2003; Picktong & Broderick, 2005; MacInnis et al., 1991). This idea
has been supported by Dahl, Frankenberger and Manchandra (2003) who determined that shock
appeal led to better recall, and better recognition, than fear and information appeal in public policy
advertisements. However, Cavazza and Guidetti, (2014) conducted similar research for political
discourse and did not find a similar effect.
The norm violations can be caused by displaying content violating moral or social norms, by
evoking a reaction of physical senses and violating customs or laws (Dahl et al., 2003). This
provides marketers with much creative freedom, but they need to take into account the sometimes
strict conventions of advertising which are guarded by organizations such as the Dutch Advertising
Standards Authority (Reclame Code Commissie) (Westrop et al., 2018). It is therefore wise to focus
on an 18+ target group. Dahl et al. (2003) did indicate that shock advertising is especially useful to
reach a younger audience. According to them, young people are believed to be more rebellious,
thus, more accepting of a norm breach (Dahl et al., 2003). This also relates to the idea of dynamism,
as mentioned in the previous section as the violation of norms could be interpreted as ‘cool’ and
‘tough’.
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Further research on shock appeals in advertising indicated various positive as well as
negative effects of the use of shock on advertising effectiveness. Research by Dens, de Pelsmacker
and Janssens (2008), found a negative effect of shock appeal on attitude towards the advertisement.
Other scholars indicated that both appeals of a sexual nature and violent nature had a more positive
effect on the attitude towards advertisements than the use of non-shock appeals (Pope et al., 2013;
Severn et al., 1990; Söderlund & Dahlén, 2010). Studies on the effect of shock appeals on purchase
intention provide mixed results. Some found no effect of shock advertising on purchase intention
(De Pelsmacker & van den Bergh, 1996; Vézina & Paul, 1997), while others did found negative
effects as consumers did not want to buy a product from a company using the technique (Phau &
Prendergast, 2001). Thus as data on the subject of the effectiveness of swear words is inconclusive,
there is much to gain from more research in this field of study.

2.4 Swear words as shock advertising
The use of swear words is a norm violating shock advertising technique that can be
encountered on numerous occasions in all sorts of advertising (RTL Nieuws, 2018). This is also the
cause in the Netherlands (RTL Nieuws, 2019, lampdirect.nl, 2019). The current study focussed on
the use of swear words in advertising as it is a shock advertising technique that, when used in the
right context, for the right audience, and with the right product can provide positive effects for
advertisements (Baker & Broadus, 2014; Westerholm, 2017).
Swear words can best be defined as “the use of taboo language with the purpose of
expressing the speaker’s emotional state and communicating that information to listeners” (Jay &
Janschewitz, 2008 p. 268). Swearing relates strongly to emotions of which the most common ones
“are anger, frustration, humor, pain, surprise and sarcasm” (Vingerhoets et al., 2013, p. 291). Swear
words are often referred to as taboo.
The offensiveness or tabooness of a swear word is determined by childhood processes
during which one is explicitly taught that some words are acceptable and others are not. This is
often caused by authority figures like caretakers, teachers, religious figures, or general societal
norms (Jay, 2009). Offensiveness is often also dependent on the semantic referent category to which
a word belongs, such as religious/supernatural swears, the scatological swears, the sex organ, and
sexual activities swears, and family-related swears (Ljung, 2011). Some cultures or people are more
sensitive to certain categories.
Although swearing has become a common occurrence in the advertising landscape, globally
and in the Netherlands (Lindblom Den Haag, 2016; Neleman Wĳn n.d.), research on the subject of
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the use of swear words in advertising is inconclusive about its effectiveness. As mentioned before
the shock mechanism has been shown to have different effects in various researches, positively and
negatively influencing recall, attitude towards the ad, and purchase intention. Negative effects are
often attributed to the feeling of shock, which, has proven to cause offense on the side of the
consumer. However, one is often quick in deeming the use of swear words as bad and shocking
(Jay, 2009) when this is not always the case. Although a swear word might invoke shock, this shock
is not necessarily interpreted as negative by the consumer. Depending on the offensiveness of the
swear word, whether it is a personal insult aimed at the consumer and the motive for its use. As
Kathleen Mortimer (2007) showed in her research, there are several motives for using swear words
in advertising: emphasis, intimacy/trust, personality, or humor. These motives could indeed evoke
shock, but Mortimer makes a distinction between surprise and shock. Surprise, in this case, is a less
offensive form of shock, which can cause salience within the mind of the consumer, but does not
offend the consumer and therefore does not carry the same negative associations as swear words
used to express anger or frustration (Mortimer, 2007; Jay, 2009). Shock, therefore, does not
necessarily cause negative attitudes for the receiver, depending on swear word choice and motive
for use.

2.5 Language differences in the use of swear words
As swear words are highly individual, emotional, and context-dependent, they are one of the
most complex linguistic subjects, especially in a multilingual context (DeWaele, 2004). Where
swear words in one’s L1 can often be found inappropriate for a certain context or audience, L2
swear words are often perceived as less emotional, less inappropriate, and less offensive to the
receiver. This phenomenon can be explained by a difference in language competence (DeWaele,
2004; Fägersten, 2012; Harris et al., 2003). The difference in language competence is the result of
language acquisition at a young age. Harris et al. state that, a person acquires their first language
during childhood, from their parents which can be categorized as an emotional process and
therefore leads to stronger emotionality for first languages (Dewaele, 2004, 2010). Early research
by Dewaele (Dewaele, 2004, 2010) showed that this difference in emotionality could be noticed
even after a second language is fully mastered as multilingual often still rate their first language
words higher on a scale of emotionality than their second language. However, later research on his
part indicated the opposite result, with second language items being rated as higher in emotionality
than first language items. Within the research area of advertising Puntoni, de Langhe and van
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Osselaer (2008), found that participants perceived advertising slogans as more emotionally intense
in their L1 than L2.
When it comes to differences between swear words in various languages Jay and Janschewitz
(2008) found no evidence for any increased offensiveness due to increased emotionality between
first and second language items. However, Ayçiçegi and Harris (2004), did find a significant effect
for recall when using two different language swear words. They found that recall of swear words in
L2 is higher than in L1 (Ayçiçegi & Harris, 2004).
Thus, within the limited amount of research on the specific subject of swear word use in
different languages, results are inconclusive and leave much room for further research.

2.6 Research gap
The specific use of L1 and L2 swear words has not been researched when it comes to
advertising. However, following the findings by researchers investigating the use of different
languages in advertising (e.g. Bhatia & Ritchie, 2004; Krishna & Ahluwalia 2008; Lin & Wang,
2016; Zhiganova, 2016), swear words in advertising (Baker & Broadus, 2014; Westerholm, 2017;
Mortimer 2007) and research on L1 and L2 emotionality in advertising (Puntoni et al., 2008), one
could form an idea about how the use of L1 compared to L2 swear words can influence the
effectiveness of an advertisement. Therefore the current study focussed on the research question:

To what extent is the use of an English swear word in a Dutch advertising context, more effective as
an advertising technique than the use of monolingual shock advertising for local companies
advertising to a young Dutch audience?

To build upon the research that was already available concerning swear word use in different
languages and swear words in advertisement, the current study continued with experiments aimed
towards a young, “student” population. Aside from previous providing information about this target
group, there were also strong indications in research on both English as foreign language display
and the use of shock marketing on the suitability of this particular target group for both of these
effects.
Also, regarding foreign language display, the current research focussed on the use of English
language in advertisement for local businesses in a local market. As the use of English has been
researched mostly in relation to its use by multinationals. It might be worthwhile looking into why
Dutch brand would use English in their ads, as this trend has also been noted in the Dutch
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marketing landscape with English words appearing in product texts (Remia, n.d.), brand names (Old
Amsterdam, 2020) and slogans (Over CoolBest, 2020) for Dutch brands.

The research question was explored with the help of several hypotheses based on the
theories described in the theoretical framework. The hypotheses are ordered by element of
advertising effectiveness; attitude towards advertisement, purchase intention, and recall,
respectively.

2.6.1 Language associations
The effects on attitude towards ad as defined by the synthesis of the two marketing tools are
dependent upon the language associations of ‘modernity’, ‘internationality ’ and ‘success’, which
are expected to be evoked by the use of English within the sentence (Krishna & Ahluwalia, 2008;
Lin & Wang, 2016; Piller, 2001). To determine whether these language associations are positive for
the English advertisements, the hypothesis below was formulated.

H1: An advertisement using an English swear word will evoke a higher rating for associations
related to modernity, internationality, and success than an advertisement using a Dutch swear word.

However, as the target group in the current study is expected to have a high proficiency in
English (Bonnet, 2002), due to them being exposed to the language for at least four years in high
school, it is expected that language associations the ad will not be influenced by the proficiency of
English.

H1a: There is no significant correlation between language associations and English proficiency for
advertisements using English swear words

In the case of swear word use, perceived shock is the element that could influence the attitude
towards the advertisement. As the perceived shock is part of the notion of emotionality, it is
important to examine both the group difference between variable of emotionality and perceived
shock.
As people experience stronger emotions with their first language than their second language
it would be plausible to conclude that emotionality will be lower for the English swear word group.
DeWeale (2004) stated that languages learned in an instructive setting, do not carry the same
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emotional load as languages learned in childhood. As most Dutch children start learning English in
high school, we assumed that the emotionality is significantly lower for the English language.

H2: The use of an advertisement using English swear words will be evaluated as being significantly
lower in perceived emotionality than the use of a Dutch swear word.

As shock is also determined by emotional load of a word (Mohammadi, 2020), it was
hypothesized that perceived shock, like perceived emotionality, was stronger for an L1 swear words
than L2 swear words.

H3: The use of an English swear word in an advertisement will result in a significantly lower
perceived shock than the use of a Dutch swear word.

H3a: There is a significant correlation between the variables perceived emotionality and perceived
shock for both the use of Dutch and English swear words.

The attitude towards the advertisement is also expected to be influenced by the perceived dynamism
of the advertiser, as the evaluation of the advertiser could cultivate positive feelings towards the
advertisement (Goldsmith et al., 2000). Dynamism was expected to derive from both the use of
swear words, which is considered cool and rebellious (Dahl et al., 2003), as well as the use of the
English language, which is associated with modernism (Krishna & Ahluwalia, 2008; Piller, 2001).
The use of L2 swear words is expected to benefit similarly from the effects of dynamism as the use
of L1 swear words. Therefore the following hypothesis has been formulated

H4: The use of an English swear word in an advertisement will not evoke a significantly different
rating of perceived dynamism of the advertiser than the use of a Dutch swear word.

The relationships between language associations and dynamism, as well as the relationship between
perceived shock and dynamism, will be examined. Therefore the following hypotheses were
established:

H4a: There is a significant correlation between the variables language associations and perceived
dynamism of the advertiser for advertisements using English swear words.
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H4b: There is a significant correlation between the variables perceived shock and perceived
dynamism of the advertiser for both advertisement using Dutch and advertisement using English
swear words

Following the hypothesis that associations with the concepts of ‘modernity’, ‘internationality ’
and ‘success’ would be more positive for the English swear words, it can be expected that attitude
towards the advertisement is also more positive for the English swear words. Although Micu and
Coulter (2010) found that the effects of English language associations on attitude towards the
advertisement were more positive for global than local firms, findings by Lin and Wang (2016)
indicated that globally primed consumers do experience positive attitudes when encountering
English. As the notion of modernism and globalism seems to appeal more to younger audiences and
they are more globally primed due to exposure to English language through various kinds of media
it is hypothesized that these associations with English will lead to a better attitude towards the ad.
In addition, the relationship between perceived shock and attitude towards the advertisement
was believed to be positive as the construction of the materials for the study ensured that only mild
and medium swear words were included in the advertisement (Jay, 2009), which were used with a
motive of emphasis (Mortimer, 2007), in an informal setting (Jay, 2009). This would assure that the
shock that was perceived would not be a shock based on offense, but a shock based on surprise, thus
it would not lead to negative attitudes for the young target group. It is expected to lead to more
identification with the advertiser for both languages English swear words and Dutch swear words
(Mortimer, 2007). Younger audiences are expected to swear more often, thus they are likely to
identify with advertisers who do the same in the expected informal context (Jay, 2009).
However, as language associations are expected to be more positive for English words and
perceived shock is expected to be higher for Dutch words, the two effects might counteract each
other out, leading to a similar value for attitude towards the ad.
Dynamism was also expected to affect attitude towards the advertisement as a positive
evaluation of the advertiser could lead to a positive evaluation of the advertisement. However, as
both the use of swear words and the use of foreign language are expected to benefit equally from
the effects of dynamism it is expected that it will not cause any differences in the evaluation of
attitude towards the advertisement between L2 and L1 swear word use.
Therefore the following hypothesis was established:
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H5: There is no significant difference between attitude towards the advertisement for either
advertisements using Dutch or English swear words.

To fully understand how the variables interact with each other the following hypotheses were
established to explore possible correlations between variables:

H5a: There is a significant correlation between the variables language associations and attitude
towards the ad for advertisements using English swear words.

H5b: There is a significant correlation between the variables perceived shock and attitude towards
the ad for both advertisements using English and advertisements
using Dutch swear words.

H5c: There is a significant correlation between the variables perceived dynamism of the advertiser
and attitude towards ad for both advertisements using English swear words and advertisements
using Dutch swear words.

2.6.2 Purchase intention
In the current research, it is assumed that purchase intention is directly related to attitude
towards the advertisement (Goldsmith et al., 2000). This means that as the positive language
associations evoked a more positive attitude towards the advertisement, purchase intention was
expected to follow this trend as attitude towards the advertisement has proven to be a predictor for
purchase intention (Goldsmith et al., 2000). It seems that it can assume that a more positive attitude
towards an advertisement leads to a better and more attractive display of the product and leads to a
higher purchase intention (La Ferle & Choi, 2005).
In addition, a higher value of perceived shock would also lead to a more positive attitude
towards the advertisement, thus consequently it would lead to a higher purchase intention.
However, as has already been established, the perceived shock was expected to be significantly
higher for Dutch swear words, while language associations were expected to be significantly higher
for English words. The effects of perceived shock and language associations cancel each other out,
therefore the following hypothesis was formulated:
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H6: There is no significant difference between purchase intention for either advertisements using
Dutch or English swear words.

Once again, to fully understand how the variables interact with each other the following hypotheses
were established to explore possible correlations between variables.

H6a: There is a significant correlation between the variables attitude towards the advertisement
and purchase intention in general.

H6b: There is a significant correlation between the variables language associations and purchase
intention for advertisements using English swear words

H6c: There is a significant correlation between the variables perceived shock and purchase
intention for both advertisement using Dutch and English swear words.

2.6.3 Recall
For both marketing techniques, foreign language display and shock marketing, increased
recall has been mentioned as an important benefit for the marketers utilizing them. For foreign
language display, an increase of recall is expected to be caused by the distinctiveness of the foreign
language element in a Dutch context, as explained in the markedness model (Myers-Scotton, 1993),
in combination with the increased cognitive effort to process second language items according to
the RHM. (Dufour & Kroll, 1995; Kroll & De Groot, 1997)
For the effects concerning shock advertising increased recall is believed to be caused by the
perceived shock (Mortimer, 2007; Dahl et al., 2003; Picktong & Broderick). Under H3, the potential
effect of language used on perceived shock was already examined. This would mean that, due to the
shock being lower for English advertising, the recall effects that can be attributed to the principle
underlying shock advertising, would also be lower or even neutralized. This would mean that recall
with regard to shock is predicted to be higher for Dutch swear words.
When these two predictions were combined the resulting hypothesis was formulated as
follows:

H7: There is no significant difference between the measured recall for the use of English and Dutch
swear words in advertisements.
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Once again, to fully understand how the variables interact with each other the following hypothesis
was established to explore possible correlation between variables. The effect of the RHM will be
explored by examining the relationship between recall and proficiency as the theory involving the
RHM states that language competence influences how L2 elements are processed (Petrof, 1990). As
we expect a significant difference between the processing of L1 and L2 elements:

H7a: There is a significant correlation between the variables English proficiency and recall for
advertisements English swear words.

The relationship between shock and recall will also be explored:

H7b: There is a significant correlation between the variables shock and recall for both
advertisements using English swear words and advertisement using Dutch swear words.

3. Method
The current study attempted to test the hypotheses through an experiment consisting of three
parts: evaluation of mock advertisements, questions on demographic information and control
variables, and an unaided advertisement recall assignment. These three parts were included in one
Qualtrics questionnaire.

3.1 Materials
The main experiment employed two questionnaires (L1/L2) to which participants were
randomly assigned. Both questionnaires showed three different ads containing a swear word.
Participants of the experiment either encountered three ads with an English swear word or three ads
with a Dutch swear word.
Materials were created carefully paying attention to the intended target group, controlling
for the effects of layout, the effects of the swear words used, and the realism of the ads.
The process of making the materials was divided into three parts, determining an appropriate
product for the advertisement, determining the layout of the advertisement, and determining which
swear words could be used in the intended context.
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3.1.1 Product
As, swear words are considered highly emotional and controversial in use (DeWaele, 2004;
Westrop et al., 2018), the fit between target group, product, and marketing technique had to be
carefully considered. A product for consumers aged 18 years and up would therefore be considered
more appropriate for the practice. In addition, swear words are also considered more appropriate in
informal situations (Jay & Janschewitz, 2008; Johnson & Lewis, 2010; Kapoor, 2016), thus a
product that is often used in such environments, a low-involvement product had to be used
(Westerholm, 2017).
Furthermore, to avoid any positive effects due to congruence for either the Dutch or English
swear words, giving one an advantage over the other, a product that is not congruent with either of
these languages/countries was selected (Hornikx & Van Meurs, 2017; Usunier & Cestre, 2007).
Beer was the product that matched these criteria best. Beer was often used by a younger
target group (Ruigrok Netpanel, 2019), in informal situations like a bar or at home, it was also
identified as a low-involvement product (Westerholm, 2017) and it was not significantly congruent
with either the English or Dutch language (Hornikx & Van Meurs, 2017; Usunier & Cestre, 2007).

3.1.2 Layout
Initially, six beer advertisements were created with the same design elements: one-color
background with a vignette, a visual of a beer glass, a visual of an ingredient, and a blurred logo and
slogan. The designs for the advertisements were based on Dutch beer ads by Heineken, Bavaria, and
Hertog Jan. All of the mentioned elements varied for each advertisement. A ‘drink-responsibly’ seal
(“NIX 18" in Dutch) was added to all advertisements to provide a more authentic experience for the
participants. These design elements differed per ad (e.g., different background color, a different type
of beer glass, a different ingredient shown) (see Appendix A for the designs).
These six ads were featured in a pretest where they were rated on the attitude towards
advertisement that they evoked and the perceived likeliness that participants would encounter the
ads in a real advertising setting. The detailed results for the pretest can be found in Appendix B, but
a summary will be given below in section 3.2.

3.1.3 Swear word selection
The advertisements for the experiment required three pairs of swear words consisting of translation
equivalents. The selection of the swear words was done with much care as incorrect translation
could influence differences between the results for the L1 and L2 groups.
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The first part of the selection was based on selecting the L2 words. To select advertising
appropriate words, the offensiveness needed to be mild to medium (Jay, 2000), the swear words
would have to appropriate in the situation that the slogan of the ad described (Baker & Broadus,
2014) and the word needed to be utilized within the context advertisement with the same motive
(e.g. for humorous or emphasis purposes) (Jay & Janschewitz 2008; Mortimer, 2007).
The offensiveness of the English swear words was determined by looking at several studies
that were conducted among English native speakers (Jay, 1992; Janschewitz, 2008; McEnery,
2006). Based on the indexes from these studies, a selection of taboo words that has similar taboo/
offensiveness ratings in both British and American English, country-specific lexical items (e.g.,
‘wanker', ‘tosser’) were not taken into consideration for the main experiment as English was treated
as a global language.
Words with strong or very severe offensiveness ratings were excluded from the selection as
the use of strong and very strong swear words could risk legal action taken by institutions such as:
De bond tegen Vloeken and Stichting Reclame Code (Westrop et al., 2018). By looking at ratings
on the 1- 9 scale by Jay (2000) and the mild to very strong scale by McEnery (2006), the mild and
medium swear words were selected. This initial selection resulted in a selection of 12 possible
words: ‘ass’, ‘asshole’, ‘bastard’, ‘bitch’, ‘crap’, ‘damn’, ‘fuck’, ‘son-of-a-bitch’, ‘shit’, ‘tit’, ‘twat’,
and ‘whore’.
To further narrow down this selection it was examined which words could be designated as
English instead of borrowed words that had been integrated into Dutch society and taken on a new
or slightly different meaning in the L1 (e.g., ‘shit’ or ‘fuck’) (Gerritsen et al., 2007; Raedts et al.,
2015). Using procedures described by Raedts, Dupré, Hendrickx, and Debrauwere (2015), the
words were for having entries in the Dutch dictionary. The words ‘bitch’, ‘fuck’, and ‘shit’ had
entries in the Dutch Van Dale dictionary and were deleted from the selection. Swear words
containing these words (e.g., the words son-of-a-bitch) were also excluded as it included a
borrowed word. The words hell, tit and bastard were also excluded due to their Dutch translations
equivalent being very close in spelling (respectively hel, tiet, and bastaard). This could potentially
influence the perception of foreignness of these words as the conceptual links as described by the
RHM will already be stronger for words one can easily recognize (Dufour & Kroll, 1995; Kroll &
De Groot, 1997; Kroll & Stewart, 1994). After this selection, the words: ‘ass’, ‘asshole’, ‘crap’,
‘damn’, ‘twat’, and ‘whore’ remained.
As the English words would be used in a L1 context, a check was done to see which of the
words from the remaining selection were commonly used by L1 speakers in the Netherlands.
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Marketers would be more likely to employ L2 swear words that resonate with their intended
audience, instead of using swear words the L2 speakers would rarely encounter. The L2 words
were cross-referenced with a corpus study on Twitter swear words for speakers of Flemish and
Dutch by Zenner and Ruette (2018). The final selection included the words: ‘ass’, ‘crap’, and
‘damn'. These three words would be included in the slogans for the advertisements for the L2
questionnaire and subjected to pretesting.
The L1 translation equivalents for the selected L2 swear words were selected based on
similar offensiveness ratings by native speakers of Dutch and swear words categories. By
comparing the ratings by native speakers of English for the L2 words and Dutch for the L1words it
was ensured that the emotional and offensiveness weight of the words were similar in their
respective languages and cultures.
The selected English words ‘ass’, ‘crap’, and ‘damn' all belong to a specific semantic
referent category. According to Timothy Jay (2009) words from the same referent categories often
carry similar offensiveness ratings. Following his categorization of swear words, we found that
‘ass’, ‘crap’, and ‘damn’ belong to the following categories sexual/disgusting objects, disgusting
objects, and profane or blasphemous, respectively. Since Dutch and English are cognate languages,
and accordingly, many linguistic similarities can be detected (Dekeyser et al., 1999), Dutch and
English swear word translations mostly refer to the same categories. Therefore we looked for
translations within the referent categories that were found for the L2 swear words.
Common translations for the L2 words were searched for in the translation section of
Dutch dictionary Van Dale (Ass, n.d.; Crap, n.d.; Damn, n.d) and the translation websites
linguee.com (DeepL GmbH., n.d.) and context.reverso.net (Reverso Technologies Inc., n.d.), which
compare translations from millions of websites. The following swear words were found per L2
word within the same semantic referent categories: ‘ass’ = ‘reet’, ‘kont’, 'aars'; ‘crap’ = ‘stront’;
‘schĳt', ‘kak'; ‘damn' = ‘verdomd’, ‘godverdomme', 'verdomme'. As no offensiveness ratings by
Dutch speakers were available for these words, a pretest had been used to decide which one of the
three L1 translations per word would eventually be included in the experiment (see section 3.2).
Next, the slogans for the advertisements were established. The motive for use of swear
words within the slogans for the advertisements was determined to be emphasis. Thus the swear
words would be used to emphasize the message in the advertisement. According to Kathleen
Mortimer (2007), either an emphasis or humor motive for use of swear words would evoke shock,
without evoking a feeling of offense. The motive of emphasis was chosen. Taking into account the
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motive of emphasis, the following slogans for a Dutch beer advertisement were devised for the
English swear words:
1. Damn! wat smaakt dit goed.
2. Crap! Is het bier alweer op?
3. Liever gezond dan lekker? Mĳn ass!

3.2 Pretest
As a final step to determine which advertisement layouts and L1 translation equivalents for
the English swear words should be used in the main experiment, a pretest was conducted. The
pretest was filled in by 23 participants who matched the subject requirements for the main
experiment (18-30 years old, student or recent graduate, minimum highest education level VWO or
HAVO).
The test consisted of three parts: the rating of attitude towards different, slogan-less
advertising designs (six designs); the rating of offensiveness of different swear words out of context
(three groups of three swear words with the same meaning); and the rating of the appropriateness of
the use of these swear words within a chosen context (three groups of three sentences).
A summary of the pretest will be provided here, a detailed explanation of the design of the
test and the statistical treatment can be found in Appendix B.
The first part of the pretest provided information on which advertisement layouts would
provide a uniform base in their effect on attitude towards the ad and likeliness to be encountered in
daily life. By asking the participants questions about their attitude towards the advertisement and
their perceived likelihood of encountering the advertisement in real-life, it could be determined
which designs were similar in attitude towards ad, but also close enough to real-life advertising to
ensure the main experiment would be able to provide practical implications. Three ads were
selected which proved to significantly differ from the other ads in attitude towards the ad (Appendix
B, section 1.1.1) and perceived likelihood to be encountered (Appendix B, section 1.1.2), but did
not differ significantly from each other.
The second part of the test provided offensiveness ratings for the different swear word
translations that were provided: ‘verdomd’, ‘godverdomme’, ‘verdomme’ (for ‘damn’), ‘stront’,
‘schĳt’, ‘kak’ (for ‘crap’), ‘reet’, ‘kont’, ‘aars’ (for ‘ass’). Per translation group, the three words
were compared to each other in terms of offensiveness rating, but they were also compared to the
original ratings (Jay, 1992) for their English translation equivalent by native speakers of English.
For all three L2 words, for both damn and ass, one translation equivalent was significantly different
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from the others and significantly closer in rating to their respective L2 equivalents. For ‘crap’ all
words rated similarly close to each other and the offensive rating by Jay (1992).
A last part of the test determined which of the translations was rated most appropriate for
within the context of a sentence (Sentence fit). The sentences were modeled after the slogans that
would be used in the main experiment to ensure the fit was good for the slogans. For all three
translation groups, there was now a clear distinction between which translations were best suited to
be compared to the English words. The selected translations scored significantly higher in sentence
fit. The final word pairs were determined as follows (Dutch follows English); ‘Damn’ ‘Verdomme’, ‘Crap’ - ‘Kak’, ‘Ass’ - ‘Reet’. The final advertisement materials can be found in
Appendix C.
See Table 1. for the definitive slogans per language and Appendix C for the final
advertisements.

Table 1. The chosen swear words and slogans in English and Dutch
Advertisement 1

Advertisement 2

Advertisement 3

English

Damn! wat smaakt dit goed.

Liever gezond dan lekker? Mĳn ass!

Crap! Is het bier alweer op?

Dutch

Verdomme! wat smaakt dit goed.

Liever gezond dan lekker? Mĳn reet!

Kak! Is het bier alweer op?

3.3 Design
The study had a mixed design with two levels of the between-subjects factor language used(L1/L2)
and three levels of within-subjects factor swear word used (‘Damn’ - ‘Verdomme’/‘Crap’ - ‘Kak’/
‘Ass’ - ‘Reet’). This design entails that two groups of Dutch participants were either exposed to
three ads containing a Dutch slogan with a swear word or ads containing a Dutch slogan with an
English swear word.

3.4 Subjects
3.4.1 Selection criteria
The current study was conducted among students and recent graduates (aged 18 - 30) from
universities and universities of applied science in the Netherlands. This selection was based on time
limitations for the research as well as previous studies, which also focussed on this particular
population (Dewaele 2015; Fägersten, 2007; Janschewitz 2008; Jay 2009). Although most research
focuses on students only, one could suggest that recent graduates (graduated for less than five years)
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will not immediately change their swearing behavior drastically after their graduation as it is a
product of a life-long psychological and cultural process (Jay 1992). Therefore the current study
also included the group of graduates that have not been graduated for more than five years. As of
2019, the age group ranging from 18 - 30 years is also the segment of the Dutch population that is
responsible for the largest share of beer consumption, 52% (Ruigrok NetPanel, 2019). This means
that this age group is also one of the main target audiences for beer advertising, providing a good fit
with the chosen product.
By choosing a sample group consisting of Dutch university and university of applied
sciences students and recent graduates, the study was able to control for several important factors
that contribute to the successful application of foreign language display and shock advertising.
Dutch students at universities and universities of applied sciences all have a basic grasp of the
English language due to their high school education, which, in the Netherlands, includes at least
four years of English language studies. The Dutch authority on conducting the final exams for high
school stated that HAVO students have an understanding of English ranging from B2 to C1 level,
based on their grade, VWO student’s levels range from B2 to C2, and VMBO is B1 level at its best.
(College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2018, 2019, 2020).
It can therefore be concluded that most foreign language display can be evaluated
successfully in both complex and simple settings by Dutch students of the HAVO and VWO level,
as they have an understanding of both languages and can be assumed to be bilingual consumers
(Butler & Hakuta, 2006). Moreover, as swearing behavior and evaluation are said to be determined
by age and level of education (Hamilton, 1989; Jay, 2009), the chosen sample group can be
expected to be similar in distribution of both swearing behavior, attitude towards swearing, and age.
This selection ensured that individual differences between participants were kept to a minimum, so
the effects of manipulations could be observed more clearly.

3.4.2 Distributions
For this study, Dutch consumers aged 18 to 30 years were approached for the main
experiment. In total, 169, participants completed the questionnaire. Of these 169 participants, 21
participants were excluded from the data before analysis as they did not meet the conditions that
were set for the population (e.g., they had been graduated for more than 5 years, they were above
30, they had a mother tongue other than Dutch, they had a nationality other than Dutch).
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Among the rejected participants were several people who indicated that they never
consumed beer. As this could lead to inaccurate readings of purchase intention these participants
were excluded from the experiment.
In addition, students who indicated that they had an educational level of either 'elementary
school', 'VMBO', 'MAVO' and 'MBO' were also excluded as it is to be believed that their English
proficiency is not on the same level as English proficiency for higher educated people. Several
participants indicated that their highest education was 'HAVO', 'VWO' or 'Gymnasium' the choice
was made not to exclude these participants as they are believed to have a sufficient English
proficiency. By making these distinctions, it could be ensured that participants in the current study
had a similar minimal level of English (cf. College voor Toetsen en Examens, 2018, 2019, 2020).
The results for 148 participants were analyzed in the sections below.
The mean age was 23.49 (SD = 2.70; range 18 - 30); 60.1% of participants were female, 37.2%
were male, and a residual 2.7% either preferred not to indicate their sex or identified as 'different'.
The education level for the participants that were included in the analyses ranged from
'HAVO' to 'University'. Of these participants, most were currently enrolled as a student (62.8%)
while others had already completed an education. Most of the participants had indicated that they
had either finished or were currently enrolled in a university program (62.8%) In total, all 148
participants had indicated that they had a Dutch nationality and had Dutch as their mother tongue. A
total of 93 participants indicated that they were currently a student (62,8%), while 37.2% stated that
they were not currently pursuing an education, but had done so in the past five years.
The participants were asked to assess their English proficiency. The level of English among
participants was measured as above average (average being set at a value of 4, the midpoint of the
scale) (M = 6.25, SD = 0.79) (t (147) = 34.63, p < .001).
A check was included to see whether all participants consumed beer and thus were potential
targets for a beer ad. Most participants indicated that they were regular consumers (49.3%), 25.7%
of participants rated their beer consumption as 'often', 20.3% stated that they drank beer rarely and
4.7% indicated that they 'always' drank beer. The use of the product was as being above average
(corresponding with the value of 3, the middle point of the scale) (M = 3.15, SD = 0.79) (t(147) =
2.28, p = .024).
The questionnaire also included questions on the use of swear words and attitude towards
swear words to determine whether evaluations could be influenced by the participant’s experiences
with swear words. Swear word use was rated on a 7-point scale of frequency (1 = never, 7 = often).
The participants rated their own frequency of swearing as being above average (corresponding with
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the value of 4, the middle point of the scale) (M = 4.83, SD = 1.372) (t(147) = 7.37, p < .001).
Attitude towards swearing was also rated on four items consisting of 7-point Likert scales (1 =
completely agree ,7 = completely disagree) and indicated a significantly above average tolerance of
swearing (M = 5.78, SD = 1.068) (t(147) = 20.24, p < .001).
The two versions of the questionnaire (English swear words/Dutch swear words) were
distributed as follows: Version 1 (English swear words) was distributed among 72 participants
(48,6%), version 2 (Dutch swear words) was filled out by 76 participants (51.4%).
No significant relationships were found between the different versions of the questionnaire
and English proficiency (t(146) = 1.07 p = .286); gender (χ2(3) = 4.69 p = .196); student status
(χ2(1) = 1.22, p = .270); education level (χ2(4) = 8.59 p = .072); the age of the participants (t(146) =
.09, p = .928) and swearing behavior (Levene's test showed unequal variances, F = 4.88, p = 0.03)
(t(145.67) = .328).
Beer consumption (t(146) = 2.38, p =.019) and attitude towards swearing (t(146) = 2.52, p
=.013) were unequally distributed across the groups.

3.5 Instruments
The dependent variables in the current study were attitude towards the advertisement,
purchase intention, language associations, perceived shock, perceived emotional intensity of the ad,
perceived likelihood of encountering the ad, perceived dynamism of the advertiser, and recall.
These eight dependent variables were mostly measured on semantic differential scales. All scales
were provided in Dutch in the Qualtrics questionnaire (Appendix D.). For each scale, the average
alpha was calculated with a Fisher’s Z transformation for averaging coefficients (Corey et al.,
1998).
Attitude towards the advertisement was measured with five 7-point semantic differential
scales taken from Hornikx and Hof’s study (2008). The scales were preceded by the statement:
'How would you evaluate the ad shown above', followed by 'Not nice-Nice'; 'Boring-Engaging'; 'Not
original-Original'; 'Not attractive-Attractive'; and 'Not interesting-Interesting’. (α = .90)
Purchase intention was measured with the help of three 7-point semantic differentials
(Hornikx & Hof, 2008) following the statement: 'This product': 'I never want to buy-I certainly want
to buy'; 'I do not recommend to my friends-I recommend to my friends'; 'Is really something for mereally nothing for me'. The overall reliability of this scale was good. (α = .92)
Language associations were measured using three 7-point scales following the question:
'How strongly do you associate the advertisement with the following concepts'. The chosen
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concepts were 'modern', 'success' and 'international' as described as associated with the English
language by Piller (2001). The scales were adapted from research by Krishna and Ahluwalia (2008)
and ranged from 1 (= strongly associated) to 5 (= not at all associated). The reliability of this scale
was acceptable. (α = .78)
Perceived shock was rated on two, three 7-point scales anchored at 1 (= completely agree) to
7 (= completely disagree). The scales, based on the scale of shock used by Dahl et al. (2003)
followed three statements: 'I find this advertisement shocking', 'I find this advertisement startling’,
and 'I find this advertisement obscene'. The reliability of this scale was acceptable. (α = .76)
Perceived dynamism of the advertiser was included in the survey to see whether shock
advertisement with L1 or L2 swear words appealed more to the desire for dynamism that a younger
audience has (Grondelaers & Van Gent 2019). It was measured with scales adapted from research
by Grondelaers and Van Gent (2019), who listed traits that are commonly associated with dynamic
people and organizations The traits that were adapted for the current research were ‘hip', ‘trendy',
and 'modern'. these traits were rated on a 7-point Likert scale following the statement ‘I think the
advertiser who made this ad is [hip/trendy/modern]’ (1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree).
The traits that were adapted for the current research were 'hip' 'trendy' and 'modern'. The reliability
for this scale of dynamism was very good. (α =.92)
Perceived emotional intensity of the ad was measured on one 7-point semantic differential
scale adapted from Dewaele and Moxsom-Turnbull (2019). After seeing an advertisement,
participants were asked to rate 'how emotional' they rated the advertisement (1= not at all emotional
and 7 = very emotional).
Perceived likelihood of encountering the ad was included as a variable to check whether the
audience believed there was an equal chance of encountering L1 or L2 swear words in
advertisements in their daily life. It was measured in the way that the pretest measured the
likelihood of encountering the ad. The variable was measured on a 7-point Likert scale following
the question 'How likely would you rate the chance of encountering this advertisement in your daily
life? (1 = Very unlikely, 7 = very likely).
Recall was measured through an unaided open-ended question asking the participant to write
down the swear word they saw in the advertisements. This technique was previously used in
research by Lerman and Garbarino (2002) and Baack, Wilson and Till (2008) with brand names, but
since the salient item in the ads for the current research is a swear word, it was decided to focus the
question on the swear word. The questions were “which swear word was used in the first
advertisement you saw”, “which swear word was used in the second advertisement you saw” and
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“which swear word was used in the third advertisement you saw”. The answers were coded with
either a 1 (= correct) or a 0 (= incorrect) by two independent coders. Answers that were given in the
wrong order were counted as incorrect. The maximum score was for mean recall per participant 1,
the minimum score was a 0. The interrater reliability was very good k =1.00, p < .001. The recall
questions were asked after several pages of demographic questions, which functioned as a
distraction.
In addition to these variables, background information was asked from the participants to
perform manipulations checks and verify whether the audience were potential members of the
intended target group.
All participants were asked to rate the words that they encountered in their ads again at the
end of the questionnaire. The measure called offensiveness of swear words out of context was
included to be able to check whether the offensiveness ratings as they were obtained in the pretest
(Appendix B) were still valid for the main experiment. The variable was measured on the same two
9-point semantic differential scales that were used in the pretest. These scales were based on a oneitem scale used by Timothy Jay (1992), which was amended with another item derived from
research by Bousfield, (2008), Culpeper (2012), and Haugh (2013) (see Appendix B, section 1.2.1
for more information). The scales were preceded by the question “what do you think of the word
[swear word]?”, the scales ranged from 1 (= not offensive at all; not rude at all) to 9 (= Very
offensive; very rude). The reliability of the scale was calculated using the Spearman-Brown
Coefficient (rSB), as it only included two items (Eisinga et al. 2013). The reliability of the scale was
good for all the words included (damn rSB = .93; crap rSB = .77; ass rSB = .85; verdomme rSB = .88;
kak rSB = .83; reet rSB = .83)
A variable of sentence fit was also included in the questionnaire to check whether
translations that were used in the slogans were perceived as being appropriate. Even though the
swear words were already tested within a similar sentence structure in the pretest, it was imperative
to also check the sentence fit for the current research, to eliminate any doubt whether the
translations were experienced as inappropriate for the chosen slogans by the participants in the main
experiment. Sentence fit was measured with the statement “‘verdomme (or kak, or reet)’ is an
appropriate translation for the word ‘damn (or crap, or ass)’ in the following sentence”. The
statement was followed by a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (= completely agree) to 7 (=
completely disagree).
The participants were asked to assess their proficiency for four levels of language skill
“speaking skill”, “reading skill”, “writing skill” and “listening skill” in English on four 7-point
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semantic differentials scales ranging from 1 (= very bad) to 7 (= very good) (based on Hendriks et
al., 2017). The reliability of this proficiency scale was very good (α = .93).
To ensure that there were no significant differences in swearing behavior, which could be a
cause of differing reception of the ads, a question concerning daily swearing behavior was included
in the questionnaire. The question “How often do you use swear words on a daily basis?” was
followed by a 7-point Likert scale of frequency ranging from 1 (= never) to 7 (=very often).
In addition to the evaluation of swearing behavior, attitude towards swearing was also
measured. This variable was measured on four 7-point Likert scales, designed specifically for the
current research, as previous scales either included many items testing situational appropriateness
(Kapoor, 2014) or the scales were not significantly clarified and reported in the academic writing
(Coyne et al., 2011). The new scale was based on the contextual questions (Kapoor, 2014), but
shortened to four items as to not lengthen the questionnaire any further. Both the different contexts
(Jay & Janschewitz, 2008; Kapoor, 2014) and receiver-sender factors (Bousfield, 2007; Culpepper,
2011; Haugh, 2013) were taken into account when developing the items. The questions: “I find it
acceptable when I swear in public”, “I find it acceptable when I swear in a private situation”, “I
find it acceptable when others swear in public”, “I find it acceptable when others swear in a private
situation” were all followed by a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (= completely agree) to 7 (=
completely disagree). The reliability of the scale was asses with the help of a factor analysis. The
results of the factor analysis are displayed in Table 3.
A principal component analysis with oblimin rotation revealed a one-factor solution (see
Table 3 for the loadings on the component), explaining 69.18% of the variance. The factor was
attitude towards swearing and its Cronbach’s alpha was found to be good (α = .85).

Table 3. Results of the principal component analysis with oblimin rotation
Attitude towards
swearing
Item 1 (I find it acceptable when I swear in public)

.87

Item 2 (I find it acceptable when I swear in a private situation) .84
Item 3 (I find it acceptable when others swear in public)

.81

Item 4 (I find it acceptable when others swear in a private
situation)

.81

Eigenvalues

2.77
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% of variance

69.18

α

.85

Product engagement was evaluated to ensure that all participants of the study were part of the
potential target group and thus used the product. The use of product was measured on a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5 with the following labels (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = regularly, 4 =
often, 5 = always).
An open-question manipulation check was put into place just after the participants had rated
the advertisements. The open-ended question was as follows: ‘what do you think the aim of this
experiment was?’.
Demographic questions concerning age, gender, education level, nationality, mother tongue,
swearing behavior were also included.

3.6 Procedure
To conduct the experiment an online questionnaire was created using the online program
Qualtrics. Potential participants for the experiment were approached through online channels such
as Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, LinkedIn, and SurveySwap. The participants were invited to
fill out the questionnaire.
The questionnaire could be filled in at any time and place as long as the participant had
internet access. Participants received clear instructions on confidentiality, participation
requirements, the voluntariness of filling in the experiment and possibilities to withdraw from the
research or ask questions and file complaints (see Appendix D). Basic instructions on how to fill in
the different components of the questionnaire were given throughout the experiment.
In addition, two gift cards (worth €25,-) were raffled amongst participants who wanted to
participate in a raffle. They could leave their email and indicate which gift card (i.e., bol.com,
Zalando, Coolblue, etc.) they would like to receive in case they won. On average, filling out the
questionnaire took approximately 10 to 15 minutes.

3.7 Statistical treatment
Firstly, several manipulation checks were done to determine whether the manipulations
functioned as intended. The open-ended questions that the participants filled in were checked for
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any indication that they suspected a translation-related swear word study. Three separate t-tests
were used to determine the difference between the offensiveness ratings for the Dutch words from
the pretest and the main experiment to check whether similarity in offensiveness for English and
Dutch words, as rated by native speakers, were still guaranteed to be the same. Three one-sample ttests were conducted by looking at the differences between the evaluations for sentence fit and the
average value of 4 (mid-point of the scale), to determine whether the translations used in the
experiment were still found to be appropriate within their sentence context.
The A two-way multivariate repeated measures analysis was conducted to determine the
effects of within-subjects factor swear word used and the between-subjects factor language used on
attitude towards ad, purchase intention, shock, language associations, recall, perceived emotionality,
perceived dynamism, and perceived likelihood of encountering the ad. The results for likelihood of
encountering ad were not hypothesized, but they were examined as an additional check whether
participants expected to encounter one of the variants (L1/L2) more than the other and thus provide
an indication of whether the practical application of the use of either one of the two methods is
considered more appropriate than the other in daily life.
According to the Shapiro-Wilk test, the assumption of normality was violated for several of
the dependent variables, parametric tests were conducted. This approach was chosen as the Central
Limit Theorem contends that for sufficiently large group sizes with (n > 30) normality can be
assumed (Kotz, 2006).
The analysis was followed by eight separate two-way univariate repeated measures with
Bonferonni-corrected alpha to determine which dependent variables differed significantly from each
other and to determine whether there were any significant interactions between the language that
was used and the swear word that was used. These tests were used to test the main hypotheses of the
study: H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, and H7.
According to Levene’s test, the assumption of equal variances was violated for the results
for language associations measured for the second advertisement (F = 15,24, p < .001) and the
results for perceived emotionality for advertisement 1 (F = 4,59, p = .034) and 2 (F = 3,98, p =
.0,05). These variables were treated similar to the others as the group sizes (L1 n = 76 /L2 n = 72)
did not differ more than the maximum recommended ratio of 1.5 (76/72 = 1.06) (Pitch & Stevens,
2016).
No significant interactions were found for any of the dependent variables, one significant
between-subjects effect was found and multiple significant within-subjects were found.
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The significant between-subjects results for the two-way univariate repeated measures with
Bonferonni-corrected were further explored with independent t-tests, to explore which swear words
caused the significant differences between the groups.
Significant within-subjects results for the two-way univariate repeated measures analysis
were examined using a one-way univariate repeated measures analysis for both language groups
with pairwise comparison. These results were not the primary focus of the current research so they
were only briefly described in the results section. They will be explored extensively in Appendix E.
Expected relationships of dependent variables with language associations, perceived
emotionality and perceived shock, perceived dynamism, and language proficiency were examined
by looking at correlation coefficients. The correlations analyses were conducted using Pearson’s r.
These analyses were used to test the sub hypotheses: H1a, H3a, H4a, H4b, H5a, H5b, H5c, H6a,
H6b, H6c, H7a, and H7b.
Lastly, three independent samples t-test was conducted to determine the differences between
the offensiveness of English and Dutch swear words used in the two groups (L1/L2) out of slogan
context.

4. Results

4.1 manipulation checks
Several manipulation checks were put into place to ensure that the manipulations in the
current study functioned as expected. Two checks were meant to check whether the results from the
pretest (e.g., offensiveness ratings, sentence appropriateness of swear words) were still valid after
the swear word translations were included in the main experiment. One check was used to
determine whether any participants had been aware of the aim of the study
Firstly, a check was included in the questionnaire to ensure that offensiveness ratings of the
Dutch swear word translations in the main experiment were similar to the ratings that were obtained
in the pretest.
Secondly, the sentence fit of the swear word equivalent pairs was checked. In the pretest, it
had been determined that the three selected swear words (‘verdomme’, ‘kak’, and ‘reet’) were
appropriate translations within sentence context (see Appendix B ). Three independent one-sample
t-tests, based on a value of four (the middle point of the scale), were conducted to check whether the
translations were evaluated as being above average. The t-tests showed that all translations were
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rated significantly above average for sentence fit; ’verdomme’ (M = 4.65, SD = 1.88) (t(147) = 4.19,
p <.001), ’kak’ (M = 5.29, SD = 1.47) (t(147) = 10.67, p <.001), ’reet’ (M = 5.23, SD = 1.64) (t(147)
= 9.14, p <.001).
Thirdly, the offensiveness ratings for L1 words from the pretest were compared to the
offensiveness ratings for L1 words from the main experiment. Three independent t-test were
conducted. The test for ‘verdomme’ showed that the pretest offensiveness (M = 2.72, SD = 1.54)
was significantly lower than the main experiment offensiveness (M = 5.03, SD = 1.08), (t(97) =
4.92, p <.001). Th test for ‘kak’ showed no significance between pretest (M =3.41 , SD =1.72) and
main experiment offensiveness (M =3.70 , SD =1.94) (t(97) = 0.63, p <.001). The test for ’reet’ also
showed no difference for offensiveness between pretest (M = 4.72, SD =1.68) and main experiment
ratings (M= 4.83, SD = 1.96) (t(97) = 0.25, p <.001).
An open-ended question was included in the questionnaire to examine whether any
participants suspected the aim of the study, being the comparison of the effects of the use of L1 and
L2 swear words. None of the participants indicated that they were aware of this specific aim of the
study.
Thus, the manipulation checks indicated that the manipulations were mostly successful, the
differing offensiveness rating for ‘verdomme’ can, however, be a limitation to the study as the shock
value for Dutch was likely influenced by the higher perceived shock for the Dutch language group
in the main experiment.

4.2 Two-way multivariate repeated measures analysis
Table 4. Means and standard deviations of participants’ attitude towards the ad, purchase intention,
language associations, perceived shock, recall, perceived emotionality, perceived dynamism and
perceived likelihood of encountering the ad (dependent variables) in function of Language of the ad
and swear word used.
Dependent variables
Language
used

English
n = 72

Swear word
used

Attitude
towards the
ad

Purchase
intention

Language
associations

Perceived
shock

Recall

Perceived
emotionality

Perceived
dynamism

Likelihood of
encountering
the ad

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Damn

3.34 (1.21)

3.88 (1.22)

3.13 (1.33)

2.28 (1.29)

.64 (.48)

2.00 (1.35)

2.95 (1.52)

3.75 (1.75)

Crap

3.62 (1.25)

3.88 (1.31)

3.23 (1.30)

2.46 (1.15)

.75 (.44)

2.35 (1.32)

3.30 (1.48)

3.72 (1.63)

Ass

3.30 (1.43)

3.38 (1.38)

2.94 (1.18)

3.30 (1.35)

.85 (.36)

2.81 (1.63)

2.99 (1.44)

2.88 (1.70)
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Group
mean
Dutch
n = 76

Group
mean

3.42 (1.11)

3.08 (1.33)

3.10 (1.08)

2.68 (1.09)

.75 (.32)

2.34 (1.21)

3.08 (1.33)

3.45 (1.41)

Verdomme

3.32 (1.02)

3.62 (1.16)

2.85 (1.14)

2.92 (1.46)

.63 (.49)

2.50 (1.58)

2.75 (1.41)

3.59 (1.65)

Kak

3.55 (1.21)

3.54 (1.25)

3.00 (.94)

3.50 (1.28)

.79( .41)

2.61 (1.53)

3.40 (1.38)

3.09 (1.59)

Reet

3.39 (1.38)

3.11 (1.47)

2.75 (1.13)

4.00 (1.48)

.79 (.41)

2.99 (1.91)

3.02 (1.41)

2.88 (1.74)

3.42 (.90)

3.06 (1.07)

2.87 (.80)

3.48 (1.07)

.74 (.32)

2.70 (1.44)

3.06 (1.07)

3.19 (1.27)

A two-way multivariate repeated measures analysis for attitude towards ad, purchase
intention, perceived shock, language associations, recall, perceived emotionality, perceived
dynamism, and perceived likelihood of encountering the ad with swear word used as withinsubjects factor and language of swear word as between-subjects factor showed a significant main
effect of Language used (F(8, 139)= 3.69, p = .001 partial η2 = .18. There was also a statistically
significant within-subjects effect for swear word used F(16, 131) = 8.25, p < .001 partial η2 = .50.
The language used by swear word used interaction was statistically insignificant F(16, 131) =
1.21, p =.267, partial η2 = .129. Thus, significant differences were found for the variables between
the swear words used (‘Damn’ – ‘Verdomme'; ‘Crap – Kak’; ‘Ass – Reet') as well as between the
two language groups (L1/L2). There was no indication for any significant effect between the
language used and the swear word used.
To further examine the significant effects between the groups eight separate two-way
univariate repeated measures analyses were conducted with a Bonferonni corrected alpha a = 0.025.
Significant between-subject effects following two-way univariate repeated measures analyses were
followed by independent samples t-tests. Within-subjects effects were examined using one-way
univariate repeated measures analyses, however, the findings for these analyses will be summarized,
as only between-subjects effects were the main focus of the current research (for detailed statistical
treatment of the within-subjects effects see Appendix. E)
There was no indication for any significant interaction effects, therefore the insignificant
interaction effects were not reported in the following analyses.

4.2.1 The effect of the language choice of swear word on language associations
The two-way univariate repeated measures analysis for language associations with swear
word used as within-subjects factor and language used as between-subjects factor, showed no
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significant within-subjects effect F(1.87; 272.16) = 3.69 p = .029 η2 = .023. Because the assumption
of sphericity was violated the F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser. There was also no
significance difference found for between-subjects effect F(1, 146) = 2.32 , p = .130 η2 = .016.
Language associations regarding ‘modernity’, ‘globalism’, and ‘success’ were thus found to
be similar for both languages, rejecting hypothesis H1, which stated that language associations
would be more positive for the English advertisements.

4.2.2 The effect of the language choice of swear word on perceived emotionality
A two-way univariate repeated measures analysis for perceived emotionality with swear
word used as within-subjects factor and language used as between-subjects factor showed a
significant within-subjects effect F(1.84; 268.23) = 17.31, p < .001 η2 = .10. Because the
assumption of sphericity was violated the F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser. There
was no significance difference found for between-subjects effect F(1, 146) = 2.04 , p = .155 η2 =
.014. Both language groups achieved a similar rating for perceived emotionality in the
advertisements pairs. These findings caused a rejection of H2, which predicted a lower perceived
emotionality for advertisements English swear words.
Follow-up one-way repeated measures analyses indicated that the L2 advertisement
significantly differed from each other in terms of perceived emotionality between swear words
F(1.77; 125.55) = 12.73 p < .001. The F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser as the
assumption of sphericity was violated. The same was true for the L1 advertisements. The F-value
here was also calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser, F(1.81; 135.77) = 4.37, p = .014. (see Appendix
E, section 1 for further analysis).

4.2.3 The effect of the language choice of swear words on perceived shock
The two-way univariate repeated measures analysis for perceived shock with swear word
used as within-subjects factor and language used as between-subjects factor showed a significant
within-subjects effect F(1.76; 256.73) = 43.78 p < 001 η2 = .231. Because the assumption of
sphericity was violated the F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser. There was also a
significance effect found for between-subjects effect F(1, 146) = 20.04 , p < 001 η2 = .121.
Perceived shock was found to be significantly higher for the L1 swear words than the L2 swear
words.
The differences between the two language groups were further examined by using three
independent samples t-tests. The analyses showed a significant difference of perceived shock
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between ‘damn’ (M = 2.28, SD =1.29) and ‘verdomme’ (M = 2.93, SD =1.46) (t(1, 146) = 2.83, p =
.005), ‘crap’ (M = 2.46, SD =1.15) and ‘kak’ (M = 3.50, SD =1.28) (t(1, 146) = 5.21, p < .001) and
‘ass’ (M = 3.30, SD =1.35) ‘reet’ (M =4.00, SD =1.48)(t (1, 146) = 3.00, p = .003).
The L1 swear words all had significantly higher perceived shock ratings than their English
translation equivalents. This caused H3 to be accepted, as it predicted the perceived shock to be
significantly lower for the English swear words.
Follow-up one-way repeated measures analyses found that there were significantly different
shock ratings between the swear words used in the L2 groups F(1.54; 109.55) = 34.10 p < .001. The
F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser as the assumption of sphericity was violated.
There was also a significant difference between the shock ratings for the swear words used in the
L1 group. The F-value here was also calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser F(1.70; 127.14) = 17.49,
p < .001. (see Appendix E, section 2 for further analysis).

4.2.4 The effect of the language choice of swear word on perceived dynamism
The two-way univariate repeated measures analysis for perceiver dynamism with swear
word used as within-subjects factor and language used as between-subjects factor showed a
significant within-subjects effect F(1.90; 277.03) = 10.73, p < .001 η2 = .068 . Because the
assumption of sphericity was violated, the F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser. There
was no significance difference found for the between-subjects effect F(1, 146) < 1 , p = .907 η2 <
.001.
Thus, both language groups rated the advertisements similarly on their associations with
‘modern’, ‘hip’ and ‘trendy’. These findings showed that H4 could be accepted, as it predicted that
no significant differences between the language groups would be found for perceived dynamism.
Follow-up one-way repeated measures analyses showed a significant difference for the
perceived dynamism between the three L2 swear words F(1.84; 130.72) = 4.35, p = .017. There
was also a significant difference for the perceived dynamism between each swear word within the
L1 group F(2, 150) = 6.86, p = .001. (see Appendix E, section 3 for further analysis).

4.2.5 The effect of the language choice of swear word on attitude towards the ad
A two-way univariate repeated measures analysis for attitude towards the ad with withinsubjects factor swear word used and between-subjects factor language used indicated that there was
no significant within-subjects effect F(2, 292) = 3.45 p = .033 η2 = .023. There was no significant
between-subjects effect found F(1, 146) < 1, p = . 996 η2 < .001.
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Thus, in terms of attitude towards the advertisement the two language groups (L1/L2)
achieved similar results for all advertisements. These findings were in accordance with H5, which
stated that attitude towards the ad would be similar for both language groups.

4.2.6 The effect of the language choice of swear word on purchase intention
The two-way univariate repeated measures analysis for purchase intention with withinsubjects factor swear word used and between-subjects factor language used indicated that there was
a significant within-subjects effect F(2, 292) = 17.77 p < .001 η2 = .11. There was no significant
between-subjects effect found F(1, 146) = 2.50, p = .116 η2 = .017. Both language groups
performed similarly in terms of purchase intention for all advertisements, thus H6 was accepted.
Follow-up one-way repeated measures analyses showed that the L2 group showed a
significant difference for purchase intention between swear words F(2; 142) = 11.02, p < .001. The
analysis for the L1 group was also shown to have a significant difference among the swear words
used. F(2, 150) = 7.52, p = .001. (see Appendix E, section 4 for further analysis).

4.2.7 The effect of the language choice of swear word on recall
The two-way univariate repeated measures analysis for Recall with swear word used as
within-subjects factor and language used as between-subjects factor showed a significant withinsubjects effect F(2, 292) = 10.45 p < 001 η2 = .07. There was no significant difference found for
between-subjects effects F(1, 146) < 1, p = 872 η2 < .001.
These findings supported H7, which predicted that no significant difference would be found
for the use of English and Dutch swear words with regard to recall.
Follow-up one-way repeated measures analyses found that the L2 advertisements differed
significantly in terms of recall F(2, 142) = 6.25, p = .002. The same result was found for the various
advertisements within the L1 group. F-value here was also calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser
F(1.83; 137.40) = 4.88, p = .011. (see Appendix E, section 5 for further analysis).

4.2.8 The effect of the language choice of swear word on likelihood of encountering the ad
The two-way univariate repeated measures analysis for likelihood of encountering ad with
swear word used as within-subjects factor and language used as between-subjects factor showed a
significant within-subjects effect F(1.92; 279.61) =15.73, p < .001 η2 = .097. Because the
assumption of sphericity was violated the F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser. There
was no significance difference found for between-subjects effect F(1, 146) = 1.40 , p = .238 η2 =
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.010. These findings were not linked to a hypothesis but did support the idea that the use of English
and Dutch swear words are found to be equally appropriate for use in real-life advertising.
Follow-up one-way repeated measures analyses indicated a significant difference in
likelihood of encountering the ad between swear words in the L2 group F(1.61; 114.74) = 13.52, p
< .001. Because the assumption of sphericity was violated the F-value was calculated with
Greenhouse-Geisser. A significant difference in the likelihood of encountering the ad was also
found between the swear words used in the L1 group F(2, 150) = 5.83, p = .004. (see Appendix E,
section 6 for further analysis).

4.3 Correlations
Several significant correlations were hypothesized (H1a, H3a, H4a, H4b, H5a, H5b, H5c,
H6a, H6b, H6c, H7a, and H7b) for the current study. These relationships were explored using a
Pearson’s r correlation.

4.3.1 Correlations with language association
Correlations coefficients were examined to explore the relationship between language
associations and English proficiency (H1a), perceived dynamism (H4a), attitude towards the ad
(H5a), and purchase intention (H6b), for L2 swear words.
The results showed a significant positive correlations between language associations and
attitude towards (r (72) = .79, p < .001), purchase intention (r (72) = .79, p < .001), perceived
emotionality (r (72) = .54, p < .001) and perceived dynamism (r (72) = .79 p < .001). These
variables all increased as the associations of the swear word with the concepts of ‘modern’,
‘success’ and ‘international’ increased when the ad contained English swear words (see Table 5).
No significant relation was found between language associations and proficiency.
These findings provided support for H1a, which stated that no correlation would be found for
language associations and English proficiency, H4a, which predicted a significant correlation for
language associations with perceived dynamism, H5a, which predicted a significant relationship
between language associations and attitude towards the ad and H6b, which anticipated a significant
correlation between language associations and purchase intention.
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Tabel 5. Correlation between language associations and English proficiency,
perceived dynamism, attitude towards the ad and purchase intention, for L2 swear
words
Variable

Language Associations
EN (n = 72)

Attitude towards the ad

.79**

Purchase intention

.79**

Perceived emotionality

.54**

Perceived dynamism of the advertiser

.79**

Proficiency

.012

*p < .050, **p < .010

4.3.2 Correlations with perceived shock
Relationships between the dependent variables perceived shock and perceived emotionality
(H3a), perceived dynamism (H4b), attitude towards the ad (H5b) and purchase intention (H6c), and
recall (H7b) were also explored for both language groups (Table 6.).
Tabel 6. Correlation between perceived shock and perceived emotionality,
perceived dynamism, attitude towards the ad, purchase intention and recall for
both language groups.
Variable

Perceived Shock
EN (n = 72)

NL (n = 76)

Perceived emotionality

.65**

.59**

Perceived dynamism of the advertiser

.51**

.32**

Attitude towards the ad

.47**

.23

Purchase intention

.51**

.32**

Recall of the ad

.17

.02

*p < .050, **p < .010

The results showed a significant positive correlation between perceived shock and perceived
emotionality for the L2 group (r (72) = .65, p < .001), as well as the L1 group (r (76) = .59, p <
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.001). These findings provided support for H3a, as perceived shock was expected to increase when
perceived emotionality also increased.
A positive correlation was also found between perceived shock and perceived dynamism for
L2 (r (72) = .51, p < .001) and the L1 language group (r (76) = .32, p = .005). These findings
supported hypothesis H4b, which predicted that perceived shock would be significantly correlated
to perceived dynamism for both language groups.
Mixed results were found for the correlations between perceived shock and attitude towards
ad for both groups. A significant positive correlation was found for the L2 group (r (72) = .47, p <
.001), but no significant effect was found for the L1 language group (r (76) = .23, p = .050). The
attitude towards the ad thus increased for L2 if perceived shock increased, while the two variables
in the L1 group we not related to each other. H5b was rejected as it expected a significant relation
between perceived shock and attitude towards ad for both groups.
Furthermore ,a significant positive correlation was found for perceived shock and purchase
intentions for both the L2 (r (72) = .51 p < .001) and L1 (r (76) = .32, p = .005) group. This means
that for both groups the purchase intention increased when the perceived shock increased. This was
in agreement with the expectations for H6c, the hypothesis was accepted.
For both groups no significant correlation found between recall and perceived shock, L2 (r
(72) = .17, p = .15), L1 (r (76) = .32, p = .005). Thus there was no relationship between the rating
of perceived shock and potential recall. Hypothesis H7b, which expected significance for both
groups, was rejected.

4.3.3 Correlations with attitude towards the ad
The correlations between attitude towards the ad and perceived dynamism (H5c) as well as
purchase intention (H6a) were examined. A positive correlation was found between attitude towards
the ad and both the variables perceived dynamism (r (148) = .72, p < .001) and purchase intention (r
(148) = .72, p < .001). Both variables increased as attitude towards the ad increased. This supported
the hypotheses, which indicated that a significant relationship was expected for both perceived
dynamism (H5c) and attitude towards the ad, as well as a significant relationship between purchase
intention and attitude towards the ad (H6a).

4.3.4 Correlations with perceived proficiency
The effect of English proficiency on recall (H7a) was examined by conducting a correlation
coefficient analysis. A significant correlation between recall and proficiency was found for the L2
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group (r (148) = .37, p = .001). Recall increased as English proficiency increased for the L2 swear
word group. This supported H7a, which predicted a significant relation between English proficiency
and recall.

4.4 Offensiveness of first- and second-language swear words
Lastly, a final check was conducted to see whether the offensiveness scores for the
translation differed or remained similar, as was expected after the pretest.
Three independent samples t-test were used to explore the differing offensiveness for Dutch
and English swear words out of context.
A first test showed a significant difference between the offensiveness of the swear word
‘damn’ (M =2.46, SD = 1.58) and ‘verdomme’ (M = 5.03, SD = 2.09) (Levene's test was significant
F = 5.41, p = .021 ) (t(139.49) = 8.41, p < .001)
A second independent samples t-test showed no significant difference between the
offensiveness of the swear word ‘crap’ (M = 3.44, SD = 1.64) and ‘kak’ (M = 3.70, SD = 1.94)
(t(146) = 0.86, p = .394).
The last independent samples t-test did not find a significant difference between
offensiveness for ‘ass’ (M = 4.44, SD = 1.93) and ‘reet’ (M = 4.83 SD = 1.96) (t(146) = 1.20, p =
.23).
The offensiveness ratings for the translation pairs mostly remained the same, suggesting
that, in an out-of-context situation, language differences do no influence offensiveness. ‘Verdomme'
was rated significantly higher in offensiveness than ‘Damn’. This is contrary to the findings of the
pretest and it could be an indication that ‘verdomme’ is a sensitive word for some participants in the
current study and its offensiveness could have influenced other results.

5. Conclusion and discussion

5.1 aim and goal of the study
The main aim of the study was to examine the effects of Dutch and English swear words on
the effectiveness of advertisements for a young audience (18 to 30 years old). The effectiveness was
measured by looking at the attitude towards the ad, purchase intention, recall, and several other
variables that were commonly used to measure the effects of the use of either foreign languages or
swear words in advertising. These variables consisted of perceived shock, perceived emotionality,
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language associations, perceived dynamism. Likelihood of encountering the advertisement was also
measured as a means to determine whether both the use of L1 and L2 swear words would be
considered acceptable by the consumer.
148 Highly educated, Dutch participants aged between 18 and 30 years old. Participated in
an experiment in which they answered a questionnaire about three different Dutch ads for local beer
companies containing swear words in either English or Dutch. Other aims of the study were to
examine the underlying relations between the dependent variables in the hope to provide somewhat
narrow the gap of knowledge about the rather new phenomenon that is the use of foreign language
swear words in an L1 context.

5.2 Discussion and conclusion
As could be seen in the results section, the experiment seem to provide little evidence for the
idea that the two language groups differ in effectiveness. The results for the main hypotheses (H1,
H2, H3, H4, H5, H6 and H7) showed that similar results were found between both language groups
for the variables language associations (H1), perceived emotionality (H2), perceived dynamism
(H4), attitude towards the ad (H5), purchase intention (H6) and recall (H7). The only variable
providing significantly different effects was perceived shock, which was significantly higher for
Dutch swear words. This difference in perceived shock (H3), however, did not seem to have any
further effect on advertising effectiveness. Other variables remained similar for both groups despite
the difference in shock. Based on these results one could conclude that there are no significant
differences in the manner in which both technique could be implemented.
The correlation analyses for sub-hypotheses H1a, H3a, H4a, H4b, H5a, H5b, H5c, H6a,
H6b, H6c, H7a and H7b, provided some valuable information with which the discrepancies between
expectations and outcomes for the main hypotheses could be examined.
Findings showed that although a significantly better rating for language association was
expected for the use of L2 swear words, based on previous studies, no such effect was found.
Language association rating were similar for both the L1 and L2 language group, providing an
indication that the use of English is no longer connected to the concepts of modernism and
globalism as its use had become to widespread (Planken et al., 2010), the conscious choice for an
incongruent product has led to weaker links with the concepts that English can evoke (Micu &
Coulter, 2010), or the fact that swear words use in L1 is rated as similarly ‘modern’ and ‘global' as
swear word use in English, due to its appeal to young target groups (Dahl et al., 2003).
The correlation results relating to H1a indicated that there was no significant relationship
between language proficiency and language associations. This provided some evidence that
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language competence played no part in whether associations were evoked by a language or not. As
the current study worked with very proficient participants, these findings could provide an
indication for the fact that, for above-average proficient speakers of English, the use of English is no
longer related to concepts of ‘foreignness’.
H2 was rejected as it expected to find a significant difference between the perceived
emotionality of L1 and L2 swear words. According to previous studies it had been determined that
L1 is, even in cases of high proficiency, was often still perceived as being more emotional than an
L2. However, the current study found no significant differences in emotionality. Once again this
could be an indication that for highly proficient target groups, who, like Dutch students, have been
confronted with English on a daily basis through social media and pop culture (Bonnet, 2002), the
emotionality of the two languages been developed in a similar way. Mohammedhi (2020) provided
evidence that in low-emotional situations, many speakers use their L1 and L2 interchangeably in
order to express emotions. As the advertisements were designed with mild swear words used in an
informal setting, the advertisement might be considered a low-emotionality situation, speakers
would thus find both L1 and L2 swear words similarly emotional. In situations containing stronger
swear words or a more offensive motive for the use of swear words, results for emotionality could
be different.
H3 predicted that perceived shock would be higher for the use of L1 swear words than L2
swear words. Findings from the analyses supported this analysis. L1 swear words were perceived as
significantly more shocking than their English counterpart. This had been hypothesized as an L1
were thought to be more emotional than an L2 (DeWaele, 2004). However, as the results for H2
indicated, the emotionality was similar for both languages. H3a provided evidence that there was a
significant positive relationship for both language groups between emotionality and perceived
shock, thus one would have expected similar results for these variables. Likeliness of encountering
the ad in real life was also similar for both groups, so the difference would likely not be caused by
the fact that encountering a Dutch swear word would be more surprising. Offensiveness perception
was also ruled out as a potential influence as only the influence for ‘verdomme' was significantly
higher than the rating for its English counterpart (‘damn’), shock was proven to be significantly
higher for the L1 words for all three translation pairs. Thus the discrepancy in perceived shock
ratings was, most likely, the result of a variable that was not included in the current study. As
emotionality and shock/offensiveness are sometimes still used synonymously in swear word
research. It is worthwhile to look into the differences between emotionality and shock in future
research.
Dynamism, before this study, was mostly used to examine attitudes towards speakers with
certain accents (Kristiansen, 2001). It had rarely been examined in a marketing setting and has
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never before been used to examine swear words use. In the current research it was used to examine
if both the use of L1 and L2 swear words appeal to young audiences similarly, this was expected as
previous research indicated that both techniques were appealing to the youth (Dahl et al. 2003;
Gerritsen et al., 2000). H4 was supported by the findings of the analyses and thus it was established
that perceived dynamism did not differ per language group. Correlations analyses (H4a, H4b)
explored whether there were any significant relationships between perceived shock and language
associations. Significant positive correlations were observed for both variables, with a strong
positive correlation for language associations when L2 words were used, a strong relationship
between perceived shock and perceived dynamism for the use of L2 words and a moderately strong
relationship between perceived shock and perceived dynamism for L1 words. This could account
for the fact that although perceived shock is significantly higher for L1 words, L2 words have the
same rating of perceived dynamism. Thus dynamism was present when using either L1 or L2 swear
words, indicating that both appeal to a young audience. The stronger effect between perceived
shock and dynamism for L2 words, provides an indication that dynamism could be higher in a
situation English swear word use leads to shock and is able to evoke language associations.
The attitude towards the ad was expected to be similar for both language groups as Attitude
towards the ad (H5), due to higher perceived shock, this being non-offensive shock, produced in an
informal situation with the right motive, leading to positive attitude towards the ad for Dutch swear
words (Jay, 2009; Mortimer, 2007) and due to better language associations for English swear words
(Krishna & Ahluwalia, 2008; Piller, 2001). There were no significant differences found for both
language groups concerning attitude towards ad, however, as language associations were similar for
both language groups and the higher perceived shock for the Dutch words did not lead to a
significant different in attitude towards the ad, the correlations with attitude towards ad were
examined closer. H5a, H5b, and H5c, explored the correlations between attitude towards the ad and
language associations, perceived shock and dynamism, respectively. H5a was supported by
findings, as there was a positive correlation between language associations and attitude towards the
ad, this was in line with expectation, but due to similarity in language associations among the
groups no effect of this relationship was encountered. H5b examined the relationship with perceived
shock, which was only found to be significant and positive for English swear words, for Dutch
swear words it was not significant. A positive correlation was found between attitude towards the ad
and dynamism, which provided indications that both the use of L1 and L2 swear words could evoke
positive attitudes toward the ad due to their high ratings in dynamism and possibility to evoke
shock. However, there is evidence that L2 swear words could outperform L1 swear words if
language associations can effectively be linked to the words.
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Purchase intention was hypothesized to follow the results for attitude towards the ad, as it
has been said that purchase intention is reliant on attitude towards ad (Goldsmith et al., 2000; La
Ferle & Choi, 2005). The language groups were therefore expected not to differ significantly in
purchase intention ratings (H6). This hypothesis was supported by the findings. H6a, H6b and H6c
explored the correlations between purchase intention and attitude towards the ad, language
associations and perceived shock, respectively. H6a was found to be supported by the analyses in
the current research and established that there was a significant positive correlation between attitude
towards the ad and purchase intention. This provided evidence for the fact that purchase intention
was influence by the use of L1 and L2 swear words similarly to attitude towards the ad. H6b found
a significant positive correlation between language associations and purchase intention, this
relationship was similar to the relationship between language associations and attitude towards the
ad. This provided an indication that, when language associations were effectively evoked by the use
of L2 swear words, which was not the case in the current research, the use of L2 swear words could
potentially lead to better purchase intention than the use of L1 swear words. H6c found that there
were significant positive correlations between the purchase intention and perceived shock for both
language groups. The correlations, however, was stronger for the L2 swear words, which could
explain why the eventual purchase intention ratings did not differ significantly.
The last hypothesis concerned recall of the advertisement. Recall was hypothesized to be
similar for both language groups as the use of foreign languages (Dufour & Kroll, 1995; Kroll & De
Groot, 1997) as well as the use of swear words (Dahl et al., 2003; Picktong & Broderick) was said
to create salience in the mind of the consumers. This salience was expected to be related to
perceived shock in the case of swear words and language competence in case of foreign language
display. The groups were hypothesized to have similar recall ratings (H7), this was proven to be
true. H7a examined the relationship between recall and proficiency and H7b examined the
correlation between recall and perceived shock. H7a was affirmed by the findings of the correlation
analyses. It was established that there was a significant positive relation between English
proficiency. This provided indications for the idea that higher proficiency could help with
processing of information, this is in line with research by Raedts et al. (2016) who also found that
better comprehension led to better recall. H7b found no significant correlation between recall and
perceived shock for both the use of L2 and L1 swear words. This might be the case as the shock that
was conveyed by the swear words in the current study was a shock based on surprise and not on
offense.
In conclusion, the current study did not provide direct evidence to determine whether the use
of English or Dutch swear words led to increased advertising effectiveness. Looking at the results it
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can be established that in case of beer advertising in a local Dutch market, with a young target
audience, the advertising effectiveness is similar for the use of English and Dutch swear words.
However, even though the current research did not find any significant differences in effectiveness,
it did find indications that, under the right circumstances, English swear words could potentially
outperform their Dutch counterparts. Based on the stronger correlations that were found for between
perceived shock and the other variables for English swear words, it could be hypothesized that,
when the same perceived shock is evoked by English swear words, they would achieve higher
scores than Dutch swear words with the same score for perceived shock. In addition, language
associations were also found to be strongly correlated with several dependent variables. This
suggests that, when English swear words do succeed in evoking stronger language associations (e.g.
by using regional swear words) than Dutch swear words, they could potentially be even more
effective as a marketing tool. Thus, the current study might not have provided strong examples of
the power of the use second language swear words as a marketing tool, but it has provided a first
look at its underlying mechanisms.

6. Limitations and further research
The current study had several of limitations. Firstly, the current study only made use of mild
swear words (McEnery, 2006). Although this was a conscious choice, looking at a broader range of
swear word types and offensiveness ratings might provide a better idea of which advertisements are
most effective in a multi-lingual setting.
In addition, the current study was focused on a young, highly educated audience with an
above-average proficiency in English. It is almost certain that the use of such an ‘elitist’ audience
influenced the results of the study. It would be interesting to explore whether the use of L2 swear
words is perceived differently by people with a lower education or whether it would have different
effects on older consumers.
Thirdly, the current study used beer as a product and even though the chosen target group
was identified as being a major target group for beer companies (Ruigrok Netpanel. 2019), it further
research could focus on the effectiveness of the use of L1 and L2 swear words for the entire market
of beer consumers. Further research could also look into different products that could be more
congruent with the English language, in the hope that they can achieve better ratings for language
associations and explore the untapped potential that the current study was not able to explore, due to
a lack in difference between language association ratings for L1 and L2 swear words.
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Furthermore it should be taken into account that the current study took some statistical
liberties by assuming normality due to its sufficiently large group sizes with (n > 30) (Kotz, 2006).
As well as assuming that the assumption of equal variances was met due to significantly equal
sample sizes (L1 n = 76 /L2 n = 72) (Pitch & Stevens, 2016). The statistical results should therefore
be looked at with careful consideration. There were also some unequal distributions among the two
participant groups regarding beer consumption (t(146) = 2.38, p =.019) and attitude towards
swearing (t(146) = 2.52, p =.013). This could have influence the data.
Lastly, further research could focus further investigating relevant relationships that were
found between the dependent variables in the current study, studying the relationships
independently it could be possible tho establish in which contexts, with which materials, for which
products, and for which target groups the synthesis of using swear words and foreign languages
could be most effective.
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Appendix B. Pretest method and statistical analysi
1. Pretests
A pretest was designed and carried out in order to determine what materials would be used
in the main experiment. The test consisted of three parts: the rating of attitude towards different,
slogan-less advertising designs (6 designs); the rating of offensiveness of different swear words out
of context (3 groups of 3 swear words with the same meaning); and the rating of the appropriateness
of the use of these swear words within a chosen context (3 groups of 3 sentences). The test was
taken by 23 native-speaking Dutch students or recent graduates from a university (73.91%) and
university of applied science (26.09%) background, with an age ranging from 19 to 28 years-old (M
= 24.09, SD = 3.09, Range = 9). 10 of the participants were male (43.48%) and 13 participants were
female (56.52%).

1.1. Evaluation advertising layout
First, to ensure favoritism or dislike for certain elements in advertisements was eliminated, a
group of 23 participants was asked to evaluate six fictional advertisements. To participants were
asked to rate their attitude towards the 6 different designs (Appendix A.). The designs had the same
layout with a grungy textured, one-color background, a visual of a beer glass, a visual of an
ingredient, and a blurred logo and slogan. All of these factors differed for each advertisement. A
‘drink-responsibly’ seal (“NIX 18" in Dutch) was added to all advertisements to provide a more
authentic experience for the participants. The advertisements were randomly ordered for all
participants in order to control for practice and boredom effects. The six advertisements were
compared to each other by comparing participants’ attitude towards the advertisement (AdAtt) as
well as the participants’ perceived likeness of encountering (LikeEnc) the advertisement in real-life.

1.1.1 Attitude towards advertisement layouts
The AdAtt was measured with five 7-point semantic differential scales. The items were
acquired from a study by Hornikx and Hof (2008) in which the reliability for the attitude scale was
judged as being good (α = .84). The scales were preceded by the statement: “How would you
evaluate the above shown ad” and would consist of the ranges “Not nice-Nice”; “BoringEngaging”; “Not original-Original”; “Not attractive-Attractive”; and “Not interestingInteresting” (1 = negative, 7 = positive). In the current study the reliability for the scale was also
found to be good (Ad 1,

= .90; Ad 2,

= .91; Ad 3,

= .87; Ad 4,

= .74; Ad 5,

= .90)
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The data collected for AdAtt (Table 1) was analyzed using a one-way repeated measure
univariate analysis of variance with Bonferroni correction.
Table 1. Means and standard deviations of the participants’ attitude towards the advertisement
versions (AdAtt) shown in the pretest, based on the question; “How would you evaluate the above
shown ad? Not nice/Nice; Boring/Engaging; Not original/Original; Not attractive/Attractive and
Not interesting/Interesting” (1=negative, 7=positive).-1
Ad version

M (n = 23)

SD

Ad 1

4.89

1.32

Ad 2

4.66

1.41

Ad 3

3.00

1.09

Ad 4

3.50

1.01

Ad 5

2.83

1.29

Ad 6

4.42

1.65

The repeated measure analysis for AdAtt with as within subject factor Advertisement version
showed a significant main effect of Advertisement version (F (1.99, 43.78) = 13.95, p < .001) on
AdAtt. Because the assumption of sphericity was violated, the F- value was calculated with
Greenhouse-Geisser. Pairwise comparison showed that on average, the attitudes towards Ad 1 (M =
4.88, SD = 1.32) were not significantly better than attitudes towards Ad 2 (p = 1.00, Bonferronicorrection; M = 4.67, SD = 1.41) and Ad 6 (p = .103, Bonferroni-correction; M = 4.42, SD = 1.65).
However, the mean attitude scores towards Ad 1 were significantly better than scores towards Ad 3
(p = .001, Bonferroni-correction; M = 3.00, SD = 1.09), Ad 4 (p = .009, Bonferroni-correction; M =
3.50, SD = 1.01) and Ad 5 (p = .001 Bonferroni-correction; M = 2.83, SD = 1.29). In addition,
attitude scores concerning Ad 2 (M = 4.67, SD = 1.41) did not differ significantly from those
concerning Ad 1 (p = 1.00, Bonferroni-correction; M = 4.88, SD = 1.32) and Ad 6 (p = 1.00,
Bonferroni-correction; M = 4.42, SD = 1.65). The results from attitudes towards Ad 2 did show to
be significantly higher than those towards Ad 3 (p = .002, Bonferroni-correction; M = 3.00, SD =
1.09), Ad 4 (p = .028, Bonferroni-correction; M = 3.50, SD = 1.01) and Ad 5 (p = .008 Bonferronicorrection; M = 2.83, SD = 1.29). In conclusion, attitudes towards Ad 3 were shown not differ
significantly from Ad 4 (p = 1.00, Bonferroni-correction; M = 3.50, SD = 1.01) and Ad 5 (p = 1.00
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Bonferroni-correction; M = 2.83, SD = 21.29). Attitudes towards Ad 3 (M = 3.00, SD = 1.09) were,
however, significantly lower than those for Ad 1 (p = .001, Bonferroni-correction; M = 4.88, SD =
1.32), Ad 2 (p = .002, Bonferroni-correction; M = 4.67, SD = 1.41) and Ad 6 (p = .037, Bonferronicorrection; M = 4.42, SD = 1.65).
From these result we can conclude that Ad 1, Ad 2 and Ad 6 scored highest when it comes to
AdAtt and differed significantly from Ad 3, Ad 4 and Ad 5. Thus they were most appropriate to
include in the materials for the main experiment.

1.1.2 Likeliness of encountering
The advertisements were also evaluated on the participants’ perceived likeliness of
encountering the advertisement in real-life (LikeEnc). This scale consisted of one 7-point semantic
differential scale ranging from "very unlikely - very likely” (1 = negative, 7 = positive) and was
preceded by the question: “How likely would you rate the chance of encountering this
advertisement in a your daily life?”. By evaluating this we could ensure that the chosen
advertisement format for the main experiment could be used to draw conclusions that would be
relevant to the real-life practice of advertising. The mean ratings and standard deviations can be
found in Table 2.
Table 2. Means and standard deviations of likelihood of encountering the advertisements (LikeEnc)
shown in pretest, based on the question; “How likely would you rate the chance of encountering
this advertisement in a your daily life?” (1 = Very unlikely, 7 = very likely).-1
Ad version

M (n = 23)

SD

Ad 1

5.61

1.20

Ad 2

5.04

1.52

Ad 3

3.61

1.64

Ad 4

4.00

1.38

Ad 5

3.39

1.44

Ad 6

5.48

1.41

Judging from the data in Table 2, Ad 1, Ad 2 and Ad 6 had the highest scores for LikeEnc.
To determine whether the differences in evaluation of were significant a Friedman’s ANOVA was
conducted as the data was collected with a single item scale with non-normally distributed data. The
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ANOVA showed that there was a significant difference between the LikeEnc for the different Ad
versions (χ2(5) = 45.13, p < .001). To determine which groups differed from each other multiple
Wilcoxon Signed-rank tests were conducted as means of pairwise comparison.
The Wilcoxon Signed-rank tests, tested against a Bonferroni-adjusted Alpha level of .003 (
= 0,5/15) showed the following results:
Ad 1 (mdn = 6.0) showed to be rated as significantly more likely to be encountered than Ad
3 (mdn= 3.0), (Z = 3.65, p < .001); Ad 4 (mdn = 4.0), (Z = 3.67, p < .001) and Ad 5 (mdn = 3.0), (Z
= -3.87, p < .001). Ad 2 (mdn = 6.0) was also rated as being more likely to be encountered than Ad
3 (mdn = 3.0), (Z = -3.03, p = 0.001); and Ad 5 (mdn= 3.0), (Z = 3.07, p = .001). The analyses also
showed that Ad 6 (mdn = 6.0) was determined to be more likely to be encountered than Ad 3 (mdn =
3.0), (Z = -3.42, p < .001); Ad 4 (mdn= 4.0), (Z = -3.24, p = .001) and Ad 5 (mdn= 3.0), (Z = -3.42, p
< .001).
These results further enforced the results on AdAtt, as Ad 1, Ad 2 and Ad 6. Therefore, these
three advertisement types were included in the main experiment. Using these three advertisements
would ensure that there would be smaller differences between the evaluation of the advertisements
within the main experiment and supported the claim that the materials used in the main experiment
could be used to draw conclusions about real-life advertising scenarios.

1.2 Swear words translations
To be able to determine the power of language choice of swear words in the main
experiment, the words selected for the experiment needed to be as similar as possible in the role,
purpose and meaning they had in their native languages. The selected English swear words; Ass,
Crap and Damn, thus needed Dutch equivalents that could be used in the same sentence format, had
the same literal translations and swear word referent category (e.i. sexual reference, bodily
reference, blasphemous reference etc.) as well as similar offensiveness ratings in their native
language as rated by native speakers. A study by Timothy Jay (1992) provided a basic mean
offensiveness rating for all selected English words. Taking these factors into account would provide
the purest translation and would provide the clearest results when comparing the two languages in
the main experiment.

For every English swear word (Ass, Crap and Damn), three possible translations were selected.
These translations were carefully chosen by looking at common translations used in dictionaries and
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online. To do so different online platforms were used such as: the translation section of Dutch
dictionary Van Dale (Damn, n.d; Crap, n.d; Ass, n.d.) and the translation websites linguee.com
(DeepL GmbH., n.d.) and context.reverso.net (Reverso Technologies Inc., n.d.). The latter two
platforms make use of machine learning to compare millions of webpages, thus showing the most
commonly used translations online. The following Dutch swear words were found as a possible
translations within the same semantic referent categories: ass = reet, kont, aars; crap = stront; schĳt,
kak; damn = verdomd, godverdomme, verdomme.
The translations were rated in both an out-of-context (3.1.1.3) and within context setting
(3.1.1.4) in order to test their compatibility with the original English swear words and their
compatibility with the advertising slogan format.

1.2.1 General Offensiveness scores out-of-context
Offensiveness in an out-of-context setting was measured by determining the general
offensiveness for each individual translation. All of the nine translations (3 translations per English
swear word) were randomized in order, by doing this we controlled for practice and boredom
effects. In addition, we would control for the effect of comparison with the other translation options.
The variable general offensiveness (GenOff) was measured by using two 9-point semantic
differential scales. The first measuring how offensive the individual words were, ranging from 1 (=
not offensive at all) to 9 (= Very offensive), thus replicating the rating procedure as used by
Timothy Jay (1992) which provided the offensiveness ratings for our English swear words. The
second being an addition to the original scale that Jay used. This second item was added to create a
more reliable scale to test the GenOff in an out-of-context rating situation. This 9-point scale tested
rudeness of an expression and ranged from 1 (= not rude at all) to 9 (=Very rude). The scale for
rudeness seemed to be a logical addition to the scale used by Jay, because it attempts to consolidate
the principles of both the receiver’s evaluation of the swear word as well as the speaker’s intent
when using the word. Especially in an out-of-context situation, evaluations of swear words can
often be limited to the experience of the receiver (Culpeper, 2011). By including a speaker-oriented
item such as rudeness, which speaks to the notion of intent behind the use of a word (Haugh, 2015),
the participant will be forced to consider that side of the practice of swearing as well. By making
the participant think about both the speaker’s intent as well as the receiver’s experience a more
uniform notion of how offensiveness can be tested, controlling for individual differences between
participants who might be inclined to only approach the question of GenOff from either one of these
perspectives (Bousfield, 2007; Culpeper, 2011; Haugh, 2013)
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The reliability of this two item scale for GenOff was determined by calculating the
Spearman-Brown Coefficient (rSB) (Eisinga et al. 2013). GenOff for all words was measured with
two, 9-point semantic differential scales. The scales were preceded by the statement: “How would
you evaluate this word?” and would consist of the ranges “Not at all offensive-Very offensive” and
“Not rude at all-Very Rude”. The scale for GenOff proved to be reliable (> .80) for all translations
(Godverdomme, rSB = .93; Verdomme, rSB = .93; Verdomd, rSB = .89; Schĳt, rSB = .83; Stront, rSB =
.84; Kak, rSB = .89; Reet, rSB = .82; Aars, rSB = .89; Kont, rSB = .97).
In the next step, the GenOff scores of the different translations per English swear word were
compared to each other, as well as the original offensiveness ratings as found by Jay in 1992. By
doing so we determined the best translation in terms of GenOff. The variable GenOff would
contribute to creating a proper swear word pair for the Dutch and English swear words that would
be used in the main experiment. The results for the evaluations of swear words outside of a context
(section 1.2.1) and within context (section 1.2.2) were combined in order to find the most suitable
translation for the advertisement material in the main experiment.

1.2.1.1 General Offensiveness of translations for Damn
The original offensiveness for the English word Damn was 2.06 (Jay, 1992 p.143). As we
were looking for the best fitting translation for this word we first looked at the descriptive data for
the three proposed translations; “Godverdomme”; “Verdomme” and “Verdomd” (table 3).
Table 3. Means and standard deviations of the participants’ evaluation of offensiveness (GenOff) of
translation for the words Damn, Crap and Ass. Based on the question; “How would you evaluate
this word? Not at all offensive/Very offensive and Not rude at all/Very Rude" (1 = positive, 9 =
negative).-1
Original word

Translation

M (n = 23)

SD

Damn

Godverdomme

5.26

1.62

Verdomme

2.71

1.54

Verdomd

2.41

1.44

Schĳt

3.65

1.58

Stront

4.39

2.12

Kak

3.41

1.72

Reet

4.72

1.68

Crap

Ass

64

Aars

4.09

2.05

Kont

2.74

1.56

As can be seen in Table 3, “Verdomme” (M = 2.71, SD = 1.54) and “Verdomd” (M = 2.41,
SD = 1.44) are closest in GenOff rating to the original offensiveness rating that we encountered for
Damn (2.06) in research by Timothy Jay (1992). Therefore one of these two options seemed to be a
likely choice for the main experiment.
As a Shapiro-Wilk test showed a non-normal distribution, a Friedman’s ANOVA was
conducted to evaluate whether the scores for the translations differed significantly. The ANOVA
indicated that there were significant difference between the scores of GenOff per translations of
Damn( χ2(2) = 32.12, p < .001). The ANOVA was followed by several Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks
tests were used to determine which translations were significantly different in GennOff score The
results were tested against a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of .017 ( = 0,5/3). The test indicated
that, on average, the GenOff for “Godverdomme” (mdn = 5.0) was significantly higher than the
score for “Verdomd” (mdn = 2.0), (Z = - 4.02, p < .001). A second test indicated that, on average,
“Godverdomme” (mdn = 5.0) was also rated significantly higher in mean GenOff than “Verdomme”
(mdn = 2.0), (Z = - 4.02, p < .001). A third test indicated that the mean GenOff rating for
“Verdomme” (mdn = 2.0) was not significantly higher than the score for “Verdomd” (mdn = 2.0), (Z
= - 1.51, p = .141).
Thus, with the mean GenOff scores closest to the original value for Damn (2.06) and proof
that they significantly differ from the other translation option (“Godverdomme”), both “Verdomme”
or “Verdomd” were considered suitable options as a translation of the word Damn in the main
experiment.

1.2.1.2 General Offensiveness of translations for Crap
The original rating for the word Crap was 3.37 (Jay, 1992 p.143). The options “Schĳt” (M =
3.65, SD = 1.58) and “Kak” (M = 3.41, SD = 1.72) have mean GenOff scores closest to the original
offensiveness value for the word Crap (3.37) (table 3). Therefore, one of these two options would
seem to be a likely choice for the main experiment. To determine this a Friedman’s ANOVA was
conducted. This analysis was chosen as the assumption of normality was violated according to the
Shapiro-Wilk test. The test indicated that there were no significant differences in GenOff scores for
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the translations of Crap (χ2(2) = 3.06, p = .216). As there were no significant differences measured
between the GenOff scores for these translations, and all values were close to the original value for
Crap, the best translation would be selected by looking at the analysis for appropriateness of the
swear word within the context of the slogans.

1.2.1.3 General Offensiveness of translations for Ass
The original offensiveness score for the word Ass, as measured by Jay (1992), was 4.77
(p.143). When looking at Table 3, both the word “Reet” (M = 4.72, SD = 1.68) and “Aars” (M =
4.09, SD = 2.05) have mean scores similar to the original score for Ass (4.77).
A Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that the data for this analysis was not normally distributed.
Therefore, a Friedman’s ANOVA was conducted. The ANOVA determined that there was a
significant difference between the GenOff scores for the translations for Ass (χ 2(2) = 14.99, p =
.001). The ANOVA was followed by three post-hoc Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests. The data was be
tested against a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of .017 ( = 0.05/3).
An initial Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks showed that the mean GenOff for “Aars” (mdn = 4.0) was
significantly higher than the mean GenOff for “Kont” (mdn = 2.0), (Z = -2.85, p = .003). A second
test indicated that the mean score for “Reet” (mdn = 5.0) was also significantly higher than the
score for “Kont” (mdn = 2.0), (Z = -3.56, p < .001). A third test indicated that the mean GenOff for
“Reet” (mdn = 4.0) was not significantly different from the mean score for “Aars” (mdn = 4.0), (Z =
-1.19, p = .242).
As “Reet” and “Aars” did not differ significantly from each other in terms of their GenOff,
they both seemed viable options for the main experiment. Their appropriateness within context will
determine which word has the best fit for the experimental materials (Swear words and their
appropriateness within context Section 1.2.2).

1.2.2 Swear words and their appropriateness within context
In the previous section we discussed how we determined that some translations were better
suited as direct translations for their English counterparts than other when it comes to GenOff. To
further determine which of the chosen translations were appropriate for the intended marketing
material in main experiment, a context-appropriateness test was conducted. Before the pretest was
conducted several different slogans were created in which both the selected English swear words
and several of their Dutch translations could be sensibly and logically inserted. It was ensured that
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all three words would have similar functions within the slogans, thus it was determined that all
words would function as an expletive. This was decided due to the fact that swear words can have
different functions (Stapleton, 2010), which can influence the evaluation of offensiveness. In an
advertising setting, use of swear words as expletives would also be more appropriate, as it is least
harmful to the receiver and thus evokes less negative emotions while still evoking surprise
(Mortimer, 2007). The slogans that were created were as follows; 1. “Damn! Wat smaakt dat goed.”;
2. “Crap! Is het bier alweer op?”; 3. “Liever gezond dan lekker? Mĳn ass!”.
The appropriateness (Appr) of the different Dutch translations was tested by inserting the
words within a context that matched the chosen slogans and comparing their evaluations. For the
translations for Damn we examined the mean appropriateness for a fit within the sentence
“[Translation]! Wat is dat lekker”. For Crap we used the following sentence “[Translation]! Alweer
vergeten.”. Lastly, for the translations for Ass, we used the sentence “Gelukkig 2020, mĳn
[translation]!”.
The Appr of the translations within the chosen context was tested with the use of three, 7point, semantic differential scales. These scales were adapted from research by Benson and Risdal
(2018). The scales were preceded by the statement “How would you evaluate the sentence” and
consisted of the ranges “Very Unnatural - Very Natural ”; “Very Incorrect - Very Correct” (1=
negative; 7= positive). A third item was added to the scale as there was a fear that the “Very
Incorrect-Very Correct” scale could lead to confusion about whether the question pertained to the
correctness of the use of taboo words or the correctness of the sentence in grammatical context.
This item ranged from “Absolutely improper Dutch - Absolutely proper Dutch”. The scales proved
reliable for nearly all within-context translations. (Godverdomme,
Verdomd,
Kont,

= 0.83; Schĳt,

= 0.95; Stront,

= 0.84; Kak,

= 0.51; Verdomme,

= 0.85; Reet,

= 0.79;

= 0.87; Aars

= 0.75;

= 0.67). Not all scales achieved the minimum level of a 0.7 Cronbach’s alpha value, but the

choice was made to keep all the scales as they were used. It was not possible to achieve better
reliability through the deletion of one of the items, thus all items were included in the analyses. In
addition, the scales with a lower Cronbach’s alpha level would still be acceptable due to the fact that
a lower number of items could lead to lower values (Nunnally, 1978). The average value of
Cronbach’s alpha for all sentences was

= .762, which is sufficiently reliable.

The means and standard deviations for the Appr ratings of the swear words used within
sentence context can be found below (Table 4).
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1.2.2.1 Appropriateness for translations of Damn within context
Table 4. Means and standard deviations of the participants’ evaluation of the Appropriateness
(Appr) of the translations for the words “Damn”, “Crap” and “Ass”. Based on the question; “How
would you evaluate the sentence? Very Unnatural /Very Natural; Very Incorrect/Very Correct;
Absolutely improper Dutch/Absolutely proper Dutch.” (1= negative, 7= positive)-1
Original word

Translation

M (n = 23)

SD

Damn

Godverdomme

5.35

1.02

Verdomme

5.84

0.90

Verdomd

4.90

1.34

Schĳt

3.96

1.63

Stront

2.97

1.44

Kak

5.70

1.22

Reet

4.99

1.57

Aars

3.96

1.24

Kont

2.43

0.85

Crap

Ass

The distribution of data was shown to be non-normally distributed by a Shapiro-Wilk test, therefor a
Friedman’s ANOVA was conducted. The ANOVA results showed that there were significant
differences between the mean Appr scores for the translations of Damn (χ2(2) = 7.98, p = .019).
A series of Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests was conducted as a post-hoc test to determine how
the translations differed among each other. The data was tested against a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha
level of .017 ( = 0,5/3). The first test indicated that the mean Appr for “Verdomme” (mdn = 6.0)
was significantly higher than the mean Appr for “Verdomd” (mdn = 5.0), (Z = -2.96, p = .002). A
second test showed that “Verdomme” (mdn = 6.0) had a significantly higher mean Appr score than
“Godverdomme” (mdn = 5.67), (Z = -2.15, p = .032). “Godverdomme” (mdn = 5.67) was also
shown not to have a significantly higher mean Appr score than “Verdomd” (mdn = 5.0), (Z = -1.51,
p = .131).
When combining these findings with the conclusions from the General Offensiveness scores
out-of-context section 1.2.1, we could conclude that “Verdomme” was the most appropriate option
for the main experiment. “Verdomme” was very similar to Damn in mean GenOff score while also
being rated higher in mean Appr than the other translation options.
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1.2.2.2 Appropriateness for translations of Crap within context
As the distribution of data was not normally distributed according to a Shapiro-Wilk test, a
Friedman’s ANOVA was conducted to investigate the possible significance difference between the
mean Appr scores for the translations for Crap (χ2(2) = 24.87, p < .001). Various Wilcoxon SignedRanks were conducted as a post-hoc analysis in order to compare the individual Appr scores for the
translations. The data was tested against a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of .017 ( = 0,5/3). The
first test indicated that the mean Appr score for “Kak” (mdn = 6.0) was significantly higher than the
score for “Schĳt” (mdn = 3.67), (Z = - 3.34, p < .001). A second test showed that “Kak” (mdn =
6.0) also scored significantly higher in mean Appr than “Stront” (mdn = 2.67), (Z = - 4.07, p <
.001). In a final test “Schĳt” (mdn = 3.67) also showed to have a significantly higher score of mean
Appr than “Stront” (mdn = 5.0), (Z = - 2.54, p = .011).
Looking at these results “Kak” seemed to be the most appropriate translation to include in
the main experiment. In combination with the results from the General Offensiveness scores out-ofcontext section 1.2.1, we concluded that “Kak” was a fitting translation for Crap in terms of GenOff
as well as Appr within the context of the main experiment.

1.2.2.3 Appropriateness for translations of Ass within context
In this case the Shapiro-Wilk test once again showed that the data was non-normally
distributed. Another Friedman’s ANOVA was used to determine whether there were any detectable
significant differences between the Appr scores for translations of Ass (χ 2(2) = 22.86, p < .001).
Several Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests followed the ANOVA in order to compare if the Appr
scores foe translations significantly differed from one another. These findings were tested against a
Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of .017 ( = 0,5/3). The first test indicated that, on average, the
Appr for “Reet” (mdn = 5.33) was significantly higher than the a Appr for “Aars” (mdn = 3.67), (Z
= - 2.73, p = .004). A second test showed that “Reet” (mdn = 6.0) also had a significantly higher
mean Appr score than “Kont” (mdn = 2.33), (Z = - 3.98, p < .001). A third test showed that
“Aars” (mdn = 3.67) also had a significantly higher mean score of Appr than “Kont” (mdn = 2.33),
(Z = -3.19, p = .001).
As could be concluded from both the analysis above as well as the analysis in the General
Offensiveness scores out-of-context section 1.2.1, “Reet” seemed to be the most appropriate
translation option for Ass. It was a match for the word Ass in terms of mean GenOff and had also
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been shown to be rated significantly higher in mean Appr within the intended context than the other
translation options.

1.3 Definitive materials for the current study
With the help of the aforementioned analyses the definitive materials for the main
experiment were determined. The two conditions of language choice of swear words (L1/L2) would
be using the same three advertisement designs, based on the designs for Ad 1, Ad 2 and Ad 6 which
had significantly higher AdAtt and LikeEnc scores than the other proposed designs (sections 1.1.1
and 1.1.2). These ads would be supplemented with one of three Dutch slogans which included either
an English word (in the L2 condition) or a Dutch word (in the L1 condition) of a carefully chosen
swear word translation pair. The final translation word pairs were determined by the analyses of the
Dutch translations in the section 1.2.1 General Offensiveness scores out-of-context and section
1.2.2 Swear words and their appropriateness within context. Almost all chosen translations, except
for “Kak” showed GenOff scores that were significantly closer to the values of their selected
English counterpart than other translation options. In addition they all showed significantly higher
Appr scores. The final word pairs were determined as follows (Dutch follows English); Damn Verdomme, Crap - Kak, Ass - Reet. The final advertisement materials can be found in Appendix B.
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Appendix C. Materials main experiment
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Appendix D. Quistionnaire main experiment
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Appendix E. Within-subjects analysis for dependent variables
1. The within-subjects effects of swear word choice on perceived emotionality
The differences between the swear words used in both languages were further explored with
the help of two one-way univariate repeated measures analyses. The analysis for L2 indicated a
significant difference for perceived emotionality between swear words F(1.77; 125.55) = 12.73 p <
.001. The F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser as the assumption of sphericity was
violated. Pairwise comparison showed a significantly higher emotionality for ‘ass’ (M = 2.81, SD =
1.63) compared to ‘damn’ (M = 2.00, SD = .1.35) (p < .001, Bonferonni correction) and ‘crap’ (M =
2.35 , SD =1.32) (p = .011, Bonferonni correction). ‘Crap’ also had a significantly higher perceived
emotionality than ‘damn’ (p = .044, Bonferonni correction).
For L1 words there was also a significant difference among the swear words used. The Fvalue here was also calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser F(1.81; 135.77) = 4.37, p = .014. Pairwise
comparison showed that for the Dutch swear words the use of ‘reet’ (M =2.99, SD =1.91) led to
significantly higher perceived emotionality than the use of both ‘verdomme’ (M = 2.50, SD = 1.58)
(p = 0.40, Bonferonni correction) and ‘kak’ (M = 2.61, SD =1.53) (p = .029, Bonferonni correction).
There was no indication of significant difference of perceived emotionality between the use of
‘verdomme’ and ‘kak’ (p =1.000, Bonferonni correction).
Thus, in both language groups the words ‘ass’ and ‘reet’ evoked higher emotionality.

2. The within-subjects effects of swear word choice on perceived shock
The differences between the different swear words within each language group were explored with
the help of two one-way univariate repeated measures analyses. The analysis for L2 indicated a
significant difference for perceived shock between swear words F(1.54; 109.55) = 34.10 p < .001.
The F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser as the assumption of sphericity was violated.
Pairwise comparison showed a significantly higher perceived shock for ‘ass’ compared to
‘damn’ (M = 2.29, SD = .15) (p < .001, Bonferonni correction) and ‘crap’ (M = 2.46, SD =1.15) (p
< .001, Bonferonni correction).
For L1 words there was also a significant difference among the swear words used. F value
here was also calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser F(1.70; 127.14) = 17.49, p < .001. Pairwise
comparison showed that for the Dutch swear words the use of ‘verdomme’ (M = 2.93, SD = .17) led
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to significantly lower perceived shock than the use of either ‘kak’ (M = 3.50, SD =1.28) (p = .015,
Bonferonni correction) or reet’ (M =4.00, SD =1.48) (p < .001, Bonferonni correction). The use of
‘kak’ (M = 3.50, SD =1.28) also led to significantly lower perceived shock than ‘reet’ (M =4.00, SD
=1.48) (p = .002, Bonferonni correction).
Thus, the use of the translation equivalent pair ‘‘reet’ and ‘ass’, led to a higher perceived
shock than the use of ‘kak’-‘crap’ and ‘verdomme’-‘damn’.

3. The within-subjects effects of swear word choice on dynamism
The within-subjects effects were further explored with the help of two one-way univariate repeated
measures analyses. The analysis for L2 indicated a significant difference for dynamism between
swear words F(1.84; 130.72) = 4.35, p = .017. Pairwise comparison showed a significantly higher
association with dynamism traits for ‘crap’ (M = 3.30, SD = 1.48 ) than for both ‘ass’ (M = 2.99, SD
= 1.44 ) (p = .018, Bonferonni correction) and ‘damn’ (M = 2.95, SD = 1.52 ) (p = .046, Bonferonni
correction). There was no significant difference between Dynamism for ‘damn’ (M = 2.95, SD =
1.52 ) and ‘ass’ (M = 2.99, SD = 1.44 ) (p = 1.000, Bonferonni correction).
For L1 words there was also a significant difference among the swear words used F(2, 150)
= 6.86, p = .001. Pairwise comparison showed that for the Dutch swear words the use of ‘crap’ led
to significantly higher association with the traits for dynamism than the use of the word ‘verdomme’
(p = .004, Bonferonni correction) There were no significant differences registered for dynamism
between the use of ‘reet’ (M =3.02, SD = 1.41) and ‘verdomme’ (M = .2.75 SD = 1.41) and no
significant difference for dynamism ratings for ‘reet and ‘crap’ (p > .065, Bonferonni correction)
4. The within-subjects effects of swear word choice on Purchase intention
The differences among the swear words within each group were further explored with the
help of two one-way univariate repeated measures analyses. The analysis for L2 indicated a
significant difference for purchase intention between swear words F(2; 142) = 11.02, p < .001.
Pairwise comparison showed a significantly lower purchase intention for ‘ass’ (M = 3.38, SD =
1.38) than ‘damn’ (M = 3.88, SD = 1.22) (p = .002, Bonferonni correction) and ‘crap’ (M = 3.88, SD
= 1.31) (p < .001, Bonferonni correction). There was no significant difference detected between
‘damn’ and ‘crap’ (p = 1.000, Bonferonni correction).
For L1 words there was also a significant difference among the swear words used. F(2, 150)
= 7.52, p = .001. Pairwise comparison showed that for the Dutch swear words the use of ‘reet’ (M =
3.11, SD = 1.47) led to significantly lower purchase intention than the use of both ‘verdomme’ (M =
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3.62, SD = 1.16) (p = .002, Bonferonni correction) and ‘kak’ (M = 3.54, SD = 1.25) (p = .006,
Bonferonni correction). No significant difference was found for purchase intention between
‘verdomme’ and ‘kak’ (p = 1.000, Bonferonni correction).
For both languages the last advertisement, containing ‘reet’ and ‘ass’, evoked a lower
purchase intention than the other two advertisements containing ‘kak’-‘crap’ and
‘verdomme’-‘damn’.

5. The within-subjects effects of swear word choice on recall
The within-subjects effects were further explored with the help of two one-way univariate repeated
measures analyses. The analysis for L2 indicated a significant difference for recall between swear
words F(2, 142) = 6.25, p = .002. Pairwise comparison showed a significantly higher recall for ‘ass’
(M = .85, SD = .36 ) than for ‘damn’ (M = .64, SD = .48) (p = .002, Bonferonni correction).
However, no significant difference was found for recall between ads containing ‘crap’ and ‘damn’
or between ‘crap’ and ‘ass’ (p > .220, Bonferonni correction)
For L1 words there was also a significant difference among the swear words used. F-value
here was also calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser F(1.83; 137.40) = 4.88, p = .011. Pairwise
comparison showed that for the Dutch swear words the use of ‘kak’ (M = .79, SD = .41) led to
significantly higher recall than the use of ‘verdomme’ (M = .63 SD = .49) (p = .029, Bonferonni
correction). No significant difference of recall was found between ’kak’ (M = .79, SD = .41) and
‘reet’ (M =.79, SD =.41) as well as between ‘verdomme’ (M = .63 SD = .49) and ‘reet’ (M =.79, SD
=.41) (p > .53)
Thus, for the English swear words, the word ‘ass’ was recalled significantly more often than
the words ‘crap’ and ‘damn’, while in Dutch ‘kak’ was recalled significantly more often than
‘verdomme’, but ‘reet’ was not recalled significantly more often than either ‘kak’ or ‘verdomme’.

6. The within-subjects effects of swear word choice on likelihood of encountering the ad
The within-subjects effects were further explored with the help of two one-way univariate repeated
measures analyses. The analysis for L2 indicated a significant difference for likelihood of
encountering the ad between swear words F(1.61; 114.74) = 13.52, p < .001. Due to the fact that the
assumption of sphericity was violated the F-value was calculated with Greenhouse-Geisser.
Pairwise comparison showed a significantly higher likelihood of encountering the ad for ‘ass’ (M =
2.88, SD = 1.70 ) than both ’crap’ (M = 3.72, SD = 1.63 ) (p < .001, Bonferonni correction)
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and ‘damn’ (M = 3.75, SD = 1.75 ) (p = .001, Bonferonni correction). No significant difference was
found between ’crap’ (M = 3.72, SD = 1.63 ) and ‘damn’ (M = 3.75, SD = 1.75 ) (p = 1.000,
Bonferonni correction)
For L1 words there was also a significant difference among the swear words used F(2, 150)
= 5.83, p = .004. Pairwise comparison showed that for the Dutch swear words the use of
‘verdomme’ led to significantly higher likelihood of encountering the ad than the use of the word
‘reet’ (M = 2.88, SD = 1.74) (p = .005, Bonferonni correction). There were no significant
differences between the words ‘reet’ and ‘kak’ (M = 3.09 SD = 1.59) ( p = .824, Bonferonni
correction) and ‘kak’ and ‘verdomme’ (p = .095, Bonferonni correction).
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